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London Papers Appear to Be Preparing Public for Loss of Channel
to Be
Ports; Their Capture, Together With That of
Inevitable Unless Allies Succeed in Recapturing Kemmel Hill
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Chicago,
April 28. William
McAdoo, secretary of the treasury, declared that the allies' line in France
will hold, at n mans meeting here

tonight.

"We are not daunted,
by what is happening in Europe,'"-- he said. "We are
not discouraged because the lines
of otigullant associates have
been hent. We are not afaid
that they can break through that
western front.
"At the close of the campaign
on May 4, the people of America
must send a thunderous message to our defenders on land and
sea . that they are standing behind thm with all of their resources and with the inflexible
resolution to see this war finished
with the finish of the kaiser's
military despotism,"
Must SaTifi"e More.
The keynote of the secretary's appeal was that the American people
must sacrifice In every way if the war
is to be won, because our army and
navy cannot succeed unless backed
and asup by the active
sistance of the civilian population.
As a feature of the sacrifice that
the people must make, he pointed out
that they must not demand a higher
and still higher rate of interest.
The head of the treasury showed
of one
that an increase of
per cent in the interest rate paid
would add a burden of $25,000,000 a
vear upon the American people, or of
$10,000,000,000 during the life of the
bonds.
Tribute for Women.
This added burden he said, would
force up the cost of living and if continued increases were made, would
break the hack of the American 'people to pay it.
Mr. McAdoo paid a tribute to the
women workers, who, he said, had
sold more bonds than the men in
-

,

one-four- th

many districts.
"I am surprised," he said,
"after all "the women have done
in this war, there are still some
male citizens who believe that
women are not entitled to full
citizenship."
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of the famous

twemy-on-

demands

of

Japan in 1915.
"Notwithstanding the fact that the
utmost secrecy Is being
observed,"
suys the Gazette, "it may bo safely
stated that the following is not far
from he true terms ot the agreement:
Terms of Agreement.
"Chinese expeditionary forces sent
to Siberia shall be commanded by a
Japanese.
"Chinese

A dispatch filed In Peking April 4
said it was reported there that Japan
had submitted a new series of demands to China, including complete
control of China's finances, the purchase of 50 per cent tif China's ammunition in Japan, operation of Chinese lion mines nnd dockyards under
mines and dockyards uider Japanese
recognition of special Japanese Interests in Mongolia, as in Manchuria.
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Five
La Fayette, Ind., April
persons, all members of one family,
were killed this afternoon when a Big

Four passenger train struck an automobile in which they were riding.

u.s.i
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With the American Army In France,
Saturday, April 27, (by The Associated
Press.) The enemy laid down a
THE WEATHER
heavy barrage In front of the American trenches in the Toul sector at "s
o'clock this morning, the bombard-mn- t
FORECAST.
lasting an hour. After an Interval of silence, he repeated the perDenver, Colo., April 28. For New formance
and half hour later the
Mexico: Monday and Tuesday general- German
started for the Amer,
infantry
In
much
not
temperchange
ly fair;
ican lines. So intense was the Ameriature.
can counter-attac- k
that the enemy
was repulsed without getting close
I.OCAIj
enough to be engaged by the American infantry.
The Germans have been stripping
A summary of local weather conhours end- the bodies of dead French soldiers in
ditions for the twenty-fou- r
Max- other sectors,
and wearing these
ing at 6 p. m. yesterday follows: miniclothes, have come over at the point
imum temperature, 71 degrees:
at
where
27:
the French and American
range, 44; temperature
mum,
i
. t p. m.,
?; northwestern winds, clear. lines join.

retort.

i

HCX IXKSKS EXOBMOrS.
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Amsterdam, Saturday. April 2".
Speaking before the main com- mittee of the German relchstaB
on Friday,
according to Vor- von Ulsberg
wanrts, General
stated tliat on March 31. las,
the number of Germans missing
hud reached a total of 664.1 04.
uf this number, he said, ZJU.SJo
were prisoners in France; 119,000
in Kngland, 157,000 in KusMia and

v
fs

'Farm destroyed ni ."00 yurdn west from Ksloniay line iit Muntmirnll (accouiil of Major lie 15....). Alter oi'dipaiiry r tliat farm by a reaimciu
of the Biiard, tlio I'rcn.'li disciivercil Ibrt-- yoiiiuc wiiiiicii. iiiikctl, )lb'd up on bayonet lixeil to the harrcN of min-- i nil I huric.l. 'liic ilii bei'mf, the s Kumania and the . remainder 4
I'rom the oliii ial I'rcnt l, account of German ntrocHU.
could be regarded as dead.
by Knxons and wildiors of the Prussian Guard, who committed that crlinc."
farm was
hi Xeu
Sejil. 7, 11)11.
. ,
of
Mnnilng Journal frmn the iKllhtings of lr.11miml Guelilry.
..The- - afcoW't"!Hw,t"rt
pictures furu'ijtU'iJ" exehiolvely to the Alhii.iirri,iit
i.frleial reports, tlin ucciinu'v of which in vouched for
They were painted especially for the French gnverninent from Incidents iiti thenttcnted by French
i
I'ifth Avenue, s'ew York. I he ho:ip-- l,.nnt',t to the ICIIAXXKI, POflTS MAY
by President I'oincare and General Jnflie. The paintings, with otlieis. are mi exniiiiiien at
IIK tWITl IlKI) XEXT
Committee for the Relief of l'isabled French Soldiers by Colonel Cornelius Vanderbllt.
'

police shall be organized

Japanese officers.
"Japan shall control all of China's
arsenals and dockyards.
"Japan shall have the privilege of
working mines in all parts of China.
"Special privileges shall be granted
to Japan in outer and Inner Mongolia,
und the whole of Manchuria."
by

,

mill

Front, and English Admit
Loss of Voormezeele,

that the Japanese demands are far
more serious than those in group V

Trans-Caucasi-
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ADMIT THEIR
LOSSES ARE ENORMOUS

.Shanghai, Wednesday, April 24 (hv
The s.atement
the Associated Press.)
is made in the first Issue of the Shanghai Gazette that the Chinese government has agreed to the new demands
made by Japan, which are of su h
a nature that the country has virtually been turned over to the Japanese.
The Gazette asserts it has been informed by a high official at Peking
o

Un- -!
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China,

time-honor-

t.T

yyr.

r

of

Constantinople,
April. 27, via London, April 28. The Turkish official
SPBCIAL CORRIBPONDBMCB TO MORNINO JOURNALl
communication
issued
today says:
Washington, D. C, April 28. Folks
"We have occupied the fortress of
from coast to coast are still wonderand
Kars
uni860
blue
captured
guns."
ing why the
forms worn by the United States maRecent dispatches have reported
rines were superseded by the "forest
successes for the Turks in
greens"' now in use.
was
where they already had cap"Practically military reasons,"
the brief answer given by marine of- tured the port of Batnm on the eastern shores of the Black sea and
ficials.
Hut a history shark now comes were pressing on toward Kars.
Kars was-forth with a hettcr cause, he says,
strongly fortified town
than mere military necessity, for the and of great strategic importance to
colors.
in
Russia.
change
He claims that green Is the historic hue for the marine corps and tr
Senator Win From Brave.
R. L, April 8. The
prove it he has dug up an order of
Providence,
the "Marine Committee,' dated Sep- Washington Americans defeated the
tember 5, 1776, prescribing a uniform Boston Nationals in an exhibition
of green coat, faced with white, white game here today by a score of 8 to
waistcoat and breeches edged with
green, and black "gaiters."
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doubtedly Is Useful Step in
Direction of Calais and Bou- lohne and Dunkirk.

Take
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Charge of Arsenals, Work
All

WAR

WIITH CONVICTION

JAPS TO COMMAND
MORE INTEREST WOULD
FORCES IN SIBERIA
FORCE UP LIVING COST

Paying Tribute to Women, He
Asserts That in Some Sections They Sold More Bonds
Than Did Male Citizens,
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Whole Country Is Virtually!
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That
So
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Two German Spies

IS GIVEN
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Phoenix, Ariz., April 28. Ivan
was taken into custody early this
morning charged with the murder of
Kenneth C. Folston of Oregon, who
disappeared from his lodging house
here last November. The body of
Folston was found on Saturday afternoon by cowboy, twenty.five miles
northeast of the city and was Identified by papers and other property
found in the pockets of the dead niaq.
On the return of the officials from
the mountains, McCann was arrested.
Soon after the disappearance of
Folston, MicVTann was detained but
after various reports that Folston had
been seen at Los Angeles, he was released.
Mt-Ca-

Below San Diego

TI
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Kiss American Flag.
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Excelsior Springs, Mo., April 28.
Otto Schiirf. and orchestra leader of
Holland Yields to Germany.
nnd Rudolph Ousloff,
has Omaha. Neb,,
Ixindon,
April 2i. Holland
of the Nebraska Slot 8,
yielded to Germany's demands con- proprietor
were given coats of yellow paint
cerning transport and the supply of here,
hero today by members of tho local
sand and gravel although It Is under- coucil
of defense. Scharf later was
stood that the amount of sand and
gravel will be limited instead of un- arrested and taken to Kansas City by
a deputy United States marshal.
limited.
Scharf is said to have declared that
Emperor William is a personal friend.
of his and that ho hoped tho American army now going to France would
IS
not reach its destination.
A largo croud of cheering townsthe painting of
people witnessed
Scharf before the hotel operated by
Gusloff.
E
Gusloff hurried out and protested
and the crowd suggested that ho be
painted also. Tho remainder of the
paint in tho bucket then was applied
MAY
to Gusloff after which he was forced
to kneel und kiss the flag, us Scharf
iad been made to do.

DUKE ALEXIS

the

capture of Albert Keffl and Lewis
Grtil.iT, both Austrians, at the inter-

national boundary near Tin .luanu today, by customs officials, federal
agents believe ihey have rounded up
two of the most important of Germany's agents in tins country.
Both men were said by the federal
authorities to have carried a large
amount of data concerning tho naval
nnd military activities of the Uniteo'
States.
According to the federal nuthorites.
K( ffl, who is a former sergeant In the
Fifth field artillery. United
State?
army, had Just completed a tour of
eastern and southern army concentration camps and had Joined Gruber
li Sun Diego.
Turned back at. Tia .luana because
of Improper passports, tho pair, the
authorities said, intended to make
their way down the coast of Mexico,
thence by shin to South America and
thenc by devious routes to Berlin to
trim over the information thev hud
collected.
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Stockholm, April 28 (by the
Associated Press).
Correspondents of Swedish newspapers in

Finland telegraph persistant rumors In circulation there if imin Russia.
portant happenings
The most definite rumor declares
that the former Grand Duke
Alexis,1 son of the former emperor, has been declared emperor
with Grand Duke Michael
as regent and that the
new government would refuse to
the Bolshevik peace
recognize
treaty with Germany.
The rumors would be disregarded here were it not for the
fact that a report from Vasa.
Finland, last Thursday, declared.
the transportation of Russian civilian prisoners had had
to be suspended "because uf curi
rent disorders in Russia?"
Finland and Sweden have had
no
telegraphic communication
with Russia in more than three

tit

weeks.

Canadians Win Raids.
London, April 28. (To neuter's
Canadians
Ottawa
Agency). The
have carried out three successful
raids opposite Lens, taking sixty prisoners and four machine guns and
killing many Germans, says a dispatch to Router's correspondent at
British headquarters in France.
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April 28. Germany's
Washington,
attitude toward tho small European
neutral nations, particularly Holland
and Switzerland, has caused sharp
protests from the Swiss press, an official dispatch today from France said.
y
The Increased pressure which
threatens to exert on Switzerland, according to the dispatch, has
created a particularly painful Impress- ion at this time because of negotiations between the republic and Germany or a new economic agreement.
Ger-mun-

i
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Amsterdam. April 28. The report
current laM week that Germany had
sent an ultimatum to Holland led to
a revolt among Germans interned at
the Vapenveld cajnp, according to a
dispatch from Hattem, Holland, to
the Hot Wolk. The guards are said
to have been overpowered
by 1,000
Germans, who fled In all directions.
in
Many C.ermuns succeeded
passing
through Alrnelo or Hengelo on tho
way hack to Germany, but the police
rounded up the majority of them in
groups of 25 or 60.
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National
Upon
Be
Would
One
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Budget

Agreement
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Great Victories of War,! channel ports."
The Evening News said last night:
"The capture of Kemmel hill
Says Chas, B, Alexander,
in
i

,

undoubtedly is a useful step
the direction of Calais and BouJOURNAL BPICIAL LKARBO All RB
(BV MORNINO
logne, and it Is frankly admitted
loss
its
gravely imperils
Philadelphia, April 28. A national that
Ypres."
;e' urg"d by speakers before
budget
the American Academy of Political GERMAN'S CLUM RIG
and Siicinl Science at its annual meetVICTORY IX FL.XTIJR.S
ing here. Agreement upon the budget
would be one of the gieatest victories
via London, Saturday, April
of the war, in the opinion of Charles 27.Berlin,
The British have made a retire- heatty Alexander, regent of the Uni- ment on the Flanders front before
versity of the stale of .New Yolk.
it was announced officially this
Ceoruo ('red. chairman of the com- Ypres,
The statement says that Oer- - ,
mittee on public information, Wash- evening.
advanced their line from
have
mans
ington, and Norman Angell of Lon- a point southwest of ljingemarck
don, were among the speakers at
miles northeoat of
(four and
session.
Ypres), to Verlorenhoek (two miles to
Mr. Creel said the committee on the
northeast of the city.) llooge, (two
had expended miles to the
pul 'lie Information
and Zillcbeke (two
more than $30,000,000 In advertising miles to the east),
southeast.)
space for the benefit of the national
Tho statement follows;
service. Among tills was propaganda
have left In our
"The English
German
into
by
dropped
territory
hands further parts of the territory
airplane, scouts.
in Flanders. Wo have reached a Una
Replying to criticism of the censor- from southwest of ilinsemarck to
ship of news relating to tho war by Verlorenhoek, llooge and Zillebeke.
Lincoln Coluord, a Washington newsnf the Germans In
paper correspondent, Mr. Creel said
ti,
there are two classes of newspapers tho last few days on tho northern
1
In this country, one that publishes
side of the salient created by their
oiri nartteularlv th
i..
gltimate news and the other that eaters only to vulgar, idle curiosity.
hill, have render.;
capture of Kemmel for
the British to .
ed it more difficult
maintain their positions on the front
before Ypres, as high ground to the.
south as well as to the northeast now
NAVAL
is in possession of the Germans.
It has been expected that lf the hill
did not recapture Kemmel f
they would evacuate Ypres.
J
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April
Brigadier
General William L. Kenly. newly apof aeroof
the
division
pointed chief
nautics, landed here today with three
p
flight
companions .after a
from Washington in a powerful Italian
The trip was made ugalnst a head
.wind in three and one quarter hours,
which is said to tie a record for the
distance.
non-sto-

ii.jsa

ALLIED

LONG FLIGHT

Watch Foreigners.
Tendon, April 27. (Saturduy). A
bill Introduced in parliament contains
Elected by Woman Vote.
provisions for stricter supervision of
Lisbon, April 28. Dr. Sidonio Paforeigners resident in Holland during
tho present extraordinary war sltua-ntlo- ses, premier and foreign minister,
according to a Router dispatch was today elected president of the
from The Hague.
republic by direct universal suffrage.
Will
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San Hiego, Calif., April 28.

IN
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MORN,
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of lh
newspapers appear to be preparing tho
public for the loss or the channel
ports. The Times today says:
"There Is no denying that the
loss of Kemmel hill is a considerable tactical success for the enemy, and it will be well, therefore,
to prepure for the receipt of other
news.
If the endisagreeable
emy is able to extend his grip on
Kemmel we may be compelled to
Such evacuaevacuate Ypres.
tion would not Inevitably entail
the abandonment of Dunkirk,
Calais and Boulogne, but it Is
well to realize that these conse- quences might ensue.
"We must remember that the
Germans cannot win the war by
the occupation of Ypres and the

ILLIO S

Arrested on Line

MORNINO
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The inter-allie- d
naval council, which concluded its sittings Saturday uficrnoon, made important decisions with a view to obtaining closer collaboration between
tho allied naval forces and intensiGeorges
fying their Joint action.
Lcygut s. French minister of marine,
resolution
the following
proposed
which was Adopted:
naval council ex"The
presses its admiration for coolness,
displaydaring and splendid conrase
ed by the British navy In the attacks
on ( istend and Zeebrugge anil for the
rapidity with which it gained its objectives,' despite tho immense difficulties of tho enterprise and the desperate resistance of the enemy."

Paris, April

Inter-allie-

d

28.

RTIIXERY FIGHTING
CONTIXVES

VIOIiEST

Paris, April 28. Violent artillery
fighting occurred laat night north ot
the Avre (southwest of Amiens) and
in the region between Lassigny and
Noyon (on the southern side of the
of-- "
Pieardy battle front), the war

reported this afternoon. French
German attack
repulsed
northwest of Rhelms and in the sectors of St. Mihiel (near which are
stati'iued the American uroope which'
were attacked Dy tne uermans a
week ago), Luneville (In the vicln-!,- .,
..
thre hnn been an
American force), and Le Pretre wood.
The statement rollows:
"In the course of the night there
was violent artillery fighting north
of the Avre und tn the region be-tween Lasslgny and Noyon. North
of the. Chemln des Damee we mod
two successful raids on the German,
lines and brought back 25 prisoners.
"The French repulsed German
made after spirited bombard-- "
flee

troops

v

at'-tac-

,
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, April

, WOULD CONNECT CHICAGO
ft

f
!

WITH

Tlx- - Tvi c isod in One Year to Fublish
1 iiili i -- cmi-iits
of Doan's Kidney

DEPRESSED

KIR

Of the many kidney remedies on tho
market tDduy, nono other is recommended like Doan's Kidney Pills.
thousand benefited people gladly testify in the newspapers of their own
towns. Forty-fiv- e
hundred American
newspapers publish tliis homo proof
if
loan's merit. The type used in
one year to tell this wonderful story
would make a solid column of metal
twice as high as tho world's higher.)
mountain. Placed end to end the lines
of type would reach from Now Vork
to Chicago, These miles of pood words
told by 50,000 tongues sound glad
tidings to any Albuquerque sufferer
who wants relief from kidney tind
bladder Ilia. Here's an Albuquerque
use. Don't experiment. I'se the remedy endorsed by people you know.
Mrs. George Frane, 103 West Fruit
avenue, says; "About eight years ago
bad a great deal of trouble with
I felt sore and lame and
ray back.
when I attempted to lift anything,
i sharp, cutting pain
went through
roe. 1 bought Doan's Kidney pills at
liuppe's drujr store and they soon save
me relief. Before long, Doan's cured
me of the pains and lameness in my
back and I have never had a return
of them."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simply ask for a kidney remedy get
'oan's Kidney Pills the same that
ured Mrs. Frane.
Co.,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. V.
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London, April
orro.-'pondo-

in Hie

Kxtrnordimiry nervousness and do- prevail in Cerniany owing
to the losses in the western offensive.
ri vealed wjth remarkable frankness
in an article tPy Captain von Sulznian
;in the Vnsslsehe Zeitung, in which he
e
:endeaVors to restore their lost
to the Hermans by emphasizing
the importance of tho capture or
el
hill.
"Captain von Salzman ennnierr.tr s a
few of tiie scries of rumors current in
All these stories are preHermany.
faced )jy the remark, 'in the reiohstag
it is inid.' and go on to say:
"'uur losses have boon enormous.
:Tho offensive in tho west has arrived
I.'it a deadlock.
The enemy is much
simn,;,.r then the supreme command Declares IJ, S, Must Prepare
'assumed. We are unable to continue
for Long War, Adding This
jlhe offensive owing to lack of horses.
The region before, Ypres Is a ureal
lake, rind therefore impassable. The
Country Is Fighting German
whole country between our Amiens
front and Turin is mined and will be
PeoplTlot the Government,
blown up.'
May Abandon Offensive.
"The people,
continues Salzman
fBV MORNIMH
JOURNAL SFSC,L LfAGCO WIRC)
have begun to lose their nerve. Ito
I'lrveland, ., April 1!S. Former
Ivip.ir in the r' ichsa?. tho minister
Howard
Taft.
,1'rtsidcnt William
of war said something like this:
as a representative of the
" 'It
that is, cakingto Hnforce
cops without saying
tho
at
Pence,
tin re are bis losses in such a struggle.
meeting of the federated church-- j
rO'r losses in one part of the front es here
called upon
this
afternoon,
s
of
Kivo been very heavy.
of early
America, to abandon
Cue conipaiiy
leaders in many regi-- ' peace anil prepare at nope
once an army
menls have fallen.'
of T.i.iDii.iiIiO American soldiers to the
"It is said that a certain deputy western front.
thereupon told his electors in a north
America must stop changing her
tc,eT'inan town:
as to the prosecution of the war
" 'The minister of wai' lias openly ideas
vei-declared Mr. Taft;
six
cl"clared our losses to be so heavy tlyit" must give months,
entirely the hone of septhe offensive must ho abandoned.' arating thoupHerman
peopje from their
kaiser, and must immediately lay plans
to overcome Hermany by the fon-of a tremendous army.
OF
LAST
"America must calculate on a
long war,'' he said. "Lot uh have
a plan to put five- or seven millions of men over there."
Mr. Taft attacked the idea' that we
are not at war with the Herman poo-- '
pic, but wilh the Herman government.
"Make no mistake." he said,
"It's the Herman
people we

ARMY

7,000,000

Kr-'in-

IMS IT

Two-third-

rj-js-

iirxs

The Hermans
London, April
wade an attack yesterday afternoon
on the northern side of the Flanders salient, rapturing the town of
Voormezelle
two miles .soi:iu
of
Ypres, but were driven out last niirhi
a
counter
the
office
war
by
attack,
announces. Late at nialit the H
again attacked cm this front.
The statement follows:
"Yesterday afternoon a hostile attack developed in the neighborhood
of Voorraezecle. The enemy sueceeileil
in taking the village but was driven
out early in the night by our countet
attack. At a late hour the enem
again attacked in this locality.
"There was local fighting throut;h
iut the night on both sides of the
canat. Successful raids
in which we captured over fid prisoners and four machine guns anil
were cairied last
Trench mortars,
night south of c.avrelle and in the
Lens and Hill 7o sector. A laid attempted by the enemy north of Hail-lewas repulsed.
"The artillery activity conlinres mi
bcth sides on the battle fronts.'
:'S.

Ypres-Comin-

.xi:rai. hah: has

uttm: to iu:imrj

WEEK

L0A1 DRIVE IS

j

TO SEE SUCCESS

tSY MORN

must fight."
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WashinBton. April 2S.
of the three billion dollar
minimum of tho Thin1, Liberty Loan
now ix looked for durinK the cam
paicn's final week, but treasury officials di dared tonight he five billions
needed would be Hufscribed only ii
millions of citizens take shares of the
loan in tn next hix days. It is considered certain that reports this week
will include a great number of pledges
from wealthy men and corporations
which heretofore have held off hoping
for the govcrnmot to arrange a system
of installment payments for income
and excess profits taxes. The number
of subscribersand distribution of
bonds in southwestern states is shown
e
by me following federal reserve

(BY HORN1NO

I.

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
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'Never Believed War Would Be
Short One, and Firmly Be- lieves That Cause for Free-

ENEMY

.Ma:-e-

ir

2S.-T-

sult of many
years of care-

ful study in the
interpretation of
the style tendencies of the times
and adapting
them to the needs
and uses of the
American
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Santa Fe, April 2S. Church statis251
tics just made public show that New
Mexico is twentieth among the slates
of Ihe union in the number of Catholics, and heads the list in percentage
C. H. CARNES,
New
of population that is Catholic.
'
Mexico's Catholic population is given
as l!i0,.73 or about 40 per cent of tho
Optometrist.
total number of Inhabitants.
"Eyeglasses That Satisfy"
In the I'nited States and possession!1
The Most Modern and Completethere are 211,226,642 Catholics, while
ly Equipped Optical Parlor in the
in the main I'nited States there are
Entire Southwest
1 7,4
tieilKI, tin increase
the past ten
and of :i!t.'l,424
years of 3,r,:is,S77
Fourth Street, Third Door North
since last year.
of Postottlce.
There are twenty-sevestates that
Phon 1057 fcr Appointment
have more than
Catholics
1(10,000
each, New York leading with 3,0X8.-4ni- i,
while Texas is fourteenth with
42S.3SH, California tenth with 577. !):!, ipiota of .$.it;,lliin. Reports from the
and Colorado twenty-fiftcountry indicated that the county had
with
gone "over the top" by several thouThere are 20,477 priests in the I'nit- sand dollars.
n

h

ed Staves,

113,-54-

thirteen archbishops,

ninety-t-

bishops. 10.360 churches with SANTA
FE CO.
residence:
mission
5,448
parochial
rhurcrhs, 106 seminaries, n,74S paroCELEBRATES ITS
chial schools with 1..' 113,4(17
pupils,
2117
orphan asylums, L'17 colleges, 677
GOING OVER
seminaries for girls and 103 hospitals.
hree

ft'PCCIAl

Ill

1 IES

CORRESPONDENCE

tO

MORN,

TOP
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Santa I'c, April 2. In the pagoda
of tlv plaza Saturday afternorn, Liberty Ponds and Thrift Sta.nps were
disposed of by Secretary of Slate Antonio Lucero. Land Commissioner It.
P. Hrvien and State Treasurer llarrv
'
Hall, assisted by Miss Adclla Miller.
Santa Fc county went over the top
officially tonight, the total of bonds
on which actual deposits have lwen
made, being $1S,000 with $30,000
more in subscriptions in hand but not
yet turned over. The county's (iiot:i
'.s 5190,000.
itio Arriba county has oversubscribed its quota s'Hen times and Taon
county three times and both are "still,
xoing."
At 8 o'clock this evening the event
was celebrated in the St. Francis auditorium of the new museum, by a
musical and oratorical program.
.

OVER

GO

TOP;

I

ISV MORNINO

V.LH3M
Skirl Hit

West Central.

313-31- 5

b--

Huston, Mass., April 28.
.Major
Henry L. Higginson, who founded
the Boston Symphony orchestra in
lfiSl, and who has since sustained it
in its years of financial stress, retired today from the organization
which will be continued under the
direction of a local syndicate.
The plans of the orchestra had
been regarded
by the public as
somewhat imleilnito since the recent
arrest
and internment as a danger7 ous enemy alien of Dr. Karl Muck,
conductor.

AXXIIIJLATIJ)
ALIENS ARE ARRESTED
Paris, April 28. The war office announcement tonlstht reads:
DEMING SCHOOLS ARE
Br MQHMNG JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED 1RSI
'There were violent hoknbardnients
28. As the
).,
Cincinnati,
April
to tho iaice
TO CLOSE ON MAY 1
from Villi
a raid by government
river and in liie reeion west of N'oyon. result of
a
of
on
a
last
meeting
"Eastern tliee.iei, April 27: The ar- secret societynight
'SPECIAL CORPt.APONOSriCB TO MONIKl JOURNAL
known as "Schala raftillery activity war v.vaU along Uie fia," which the jifficers assert has its
Camp Cody, Doming, N. M., .April
of
in the
whole front
six
llohemia.
IVmlng public schools close
parent body in i'rague, were
our Herman
Cud on the Orna whi-rrounded
for their .summer vacation May 17th.
enemy aliens
artillery carried out finVetic-:lilr-of. up here and are being sent to Day- The personnel of instructors for the
In the
of
ijeKtruellon.
fall term are chosen as follows:
ton, Ohio, jail.
a Perhian
y," tii u annihi-lcter- t
Prof, M. S. Mahan, superintendent;
a lulf;arliin !'eti in. XtimiTui.s
Prof. Frank Meyer, principal of the
LAYING WILL
S1TEL
Lovahnrdmr nts were eariied out
high school; Leora Foster, lone Faul1 ivo
liv allied aviators.
enemy
BEGUN TODAY ty and Howard Eateman, teachers;
wcra forced to mate a iaiidioK
Miss Ida Tinnin, supervl-ioof art;
.Miss Seymour, supervisor
of musics
"
i., "..nnruHhrNL'l TO MOPNINO
POUND SALE
llolbrooVr.
Ariz.. April 2. The C.rade teachers Mary Mcflriff, He-scomLucas. .Marie Stevens, Katherlno
On Tin lay. ;,0th or Apri', 1MI. ai bridge, of Hie Apache ttailwcy
'
'

JC UftNAL

volume containing- extracts
from the prime minister's war speeches. Mi-- Lloyd Cieoiyre says:
"1 never believed
THEIR BIG OFFENSIVE
tha? the war
would be n short war or that in some
SOME mysterious way, by negotiation
HAS MISCARRIED
or
from the malignant military autocracy
which is endeavoring to trample it
Into submission and moral death.
It Is Thought Commander-in-chi- ef
"1 always bolieve
that tho machine
Does' Not Consider Re- which has established Its despotic control over the minds and bodies of its
and has then organized and
taking of Kemmel Hill Worth victims
driven them to slaughter, in order to
in
Men Required,
Loss
extend that control to the rest .of the
world, would only be destroyed if free
peoples proved themselves strong and
LEAlcD
MORNING
WIRE)
SPECIAL
JOURNAL
(Br
steadfast enough to defeat its attempt
With the French Army in France. in arms.
No Compromise Possible,
April 27 (by the Associated Press.)
The stern opposition eneoun.ererl by
"The events of the last few weeks
the
in
the Hermans In their attacks
must have made it plain to every
region of the Hoinnie and in Flanders thinking man that there is no longer
them
has
Kemmel
prevented
hill,
r.e.ir
room for
between the
from developing their renewed offen- ideals for compromise
which we and our enemies
sive on the great scale which they stand.
Democracy and autocracy have
undoubtedly intended,
to the death (trip; one or the
Kaoh of their attacks may lie re-- j come will
fasten its hold on mankind.
garihd as un effort to preparein the. other
"I have tin doubt that freedom will
the
action
wav for a more exttui
event of an important initial success triumph. Put whether it will be soon
at ei.hcr point, but the resistance of- or late, after a final supreme effort
fered at both places .apparently dis- in the next few months, or long drawn
tho Herman commanders afrony, depends on the vigor and
couraged
with which the children of
ftoni launching more serious attempts
'
to break through.
Liberty, especially those behind the
IH I'ieardy,
Hermans
where the
to Oils
lines, dedicate themselves
to divide the French from struggle.
the Kri.ish around
is
no
oasr
lime for
"There
delay
anil Hansard, the line rt mains today or debate.
The nil Imperative; the
much tho same as it was before the choice is clear, it Is for each free citattack was begun three days ago.
izen to do his part."
lU'llevt" in
The only result of the Hermans' onslaught, in which they utilized eight
divisions, is the loss of a large lunula r of men, without any advance iind
LABOR
certainly without obtaining ra Jumpreal
ing off place for the hoped-foattack they had planned to make, if
successful.
IM'
deThe allied commander-in-chie- f
cided, when the Hermans ocnipied
VIIU
and Jlangard that
their continued possession by tho enemy would endanger the security of
ROOM!
the line in front of Amiens, anil immediately sent large forces to recapture them.
The attacks at these points were executed with the greatest courage and
tBV MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASEO WIRE)
success.
Further north, where the Hermans
London, April 2S. The 'American
is visiting
which
gained Kemmel hill by the employ- labor delegation
ment of nine divisions, the allied
Fnglund, was entertained at luncheon
regarded it as un today in tho hanipict hall of Whitenecessary to make the sacrifice which hall palace and met representatives
would have been entailed in regain- of the Iiritish and foreign press.
ing the lost territory, since it Is not
Lieutenant Colonel Sir' Campbell
essential to maintenance of the allied Stuart, vice chairman of the P.ritish
war mission, presided. James Wilson,
positions.
in this way tho allird reserves are head of the delegation,
made an
pared intact for future use. There address.
Is confidence among the allies in the
This was the first occasion in more
ability to hold the Hermans wherever than 2uo years ,,n which an enterthey choose to make a stand.
tainment had been given in the
historic hull, which trow is n war
museum. Mr. Wilson, who is president
CATECHUMENS CLASS
of
the Patternmakers' League of
IS DULY CONFIRMED North America, said:
Itccognizc Fundamental Truth.
"We recognize as a rjndamental
(SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORNINQ JOURNAL!
Santa 1V, April 2S. Hishop Fred- truth that there can be no democerick ('. llowden tonight confirmed a racy wilh the triumph of the imperclass of catechumens at the Church o! ial Herman government. The contest
the Hoi,- Kaith. the rector, liev. Wal- must be carried on to its finality.
"The Aiderican
labor movement,
ter K. Trowbridge assisting.
The muin whose behalf my colleagues and
sic was of a special character.
to
have, been authorized
State Senator A. V. Lucero of Raton myself
declare
most emphatically
preached the baccalaureate sermon to speak,
the l'rcsbyterian mission school to- that hey will not agree to a peace
night at the First Presbyterian church conference with the enemies of civiThe special music was under the di- lization, irrespective
of what cloak
rection of .Mrs. Lansing Jiloom. The they wear, until Prussian militarism
of
auditorium
tho church, which has has been put within Its own bounJust been Increased by tho building of daries, and then not until the Gera Kill lory, was crowded,
mans, have, through proper .representatives, proved to our satisfaction
that they recognize the right of peoSYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
ples and civilized nations to deterLOSES ITS FOUNDER mine for themselves what tdiall be

today-aboar-

boml-iarded-

Mon-a.'t-

TO

-

vc Yuri;,
April 2S. John Iteed,
an Amrio-.imagazine writer, whose
appointment us liotshevik consul gen-erat New York, was withdrawn
some lime ;tft:r he left Russia, was
held under surveillance by tho navy
intelligence bureau for eight hours
a
when lie ,'ir; ived her.!
Norwegiu n steamship.
I.ate lie was allowed- to leave the
vessel utter special arrangements had
been made for his appearance at the
At that
federal building tomorrow.
time it is (pccted iteed will enter a
Plea to his indictment for writing for
The
articles (illegal I'.v the
government to be seditious.

h

SIX GERMAN

HEN

HE REACHES M.

dis-tri-

WAS

REED IS

ETAINEO

London. April is. The fighting toreport:
day along the British front in
Colorado,
Kansas City district
confined to minor
Prance wan
Derations, according to I'ield Mar- n:0ft: New Mexico, ln.ono.
Pan Kraiuisco Arizona, in, 850; Neshal Ilais's report tonight. The
position in the Ypres sector were vada. 8, 04:i.
Pallas Shows 750,000.
htavlly
Hrit-!B-
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Quality
AlcCall Fashions is the re-
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Is That He Is!
Impression
dom Will Win in End,
Slowly Retreating for Sole;
Purpose of Killing Off as!
MCkNING
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London, April s. In a special
Many Huns as He Can,
face to a

Complaining Populace,

IS NOW

W

Y.

Console

to

McC ALL'S MAGAZINE

SHIS

POSSIBLE

TIIE

?

an-nu-

ments, northwest of Khoims and in
Hie sectors of St. Hihiel. I.uncviile
and Le I'etre wood.
rs remained in our hands.
"Elsewhere on the from Hie nielli
was ralm."
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You'll know why thousands ueo Musterole once you experience the
relief it gives.
Get a jar at once Iron the nearest
drug store. It is a clean, white ointment,
made with the oil of muctard.
than a mustard plaster at.d Jcc-- not
blister. JBrings ease and comfort while
it is being rubbed on !
Musterole is recommended by rocr.y
doctors and nurses. Millions of jnra are
used annually for bronchitis, croup, r.tii'f
neck, asthma, neuralgia, pleurisy, rheumatism, lumbago, pains and aches cf the
back or joints, sprains, core muscles,
bruises, chilblains, frosted i'eet, colds of
the chest (it often prevents pneumonia).
30c and 60c jars; hospital sue $2.50

vooitMi:zi:;:i.i',
is i.iKi: isv

--

WE MUST fililS

Musterole Loosens Up Those
Stiff Joints Drives Out Pain
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Captain von Salzman Emphasizes Capture of Kemmel
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(Puts Down 33
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Holbrook, Ariz., April 28. Nav ajo
county's ipiota of $1 42,000 or the Third
Liberty Loan having been oversu!- scribed, the people of Winslow and
their standard.
"Cnless reconstruction shall soon, Holbrook met in a Joint celebration
come from the German
workers here, over it hundred people camjJ
within that country, it now is plain over from Winslow in automobiles and
that the opportunity to uproot tho by train, bringing two bands.
A parade three blocks long was
agencies of force will only come
when democracy
has defeated au- formed and marched through the
town. Besides
tocracy in the military field and wins principal streets of thowere
e
the right to reconstruct the relations tho marchers thero
witlA
cars
loaded
patriotic citizens
between nations and men."
No
waving, the flags of the allies.
spectator lined the streets, as everyTo Disarm Troopf,.
body took part in the parade. After
Moscow, Tuesday,
April 23. via the parade speeches were, made at the
Vladivostok.
(by the Associated
Pastime theater and a dunce at nigh,
ended the demonstration.
Press). The council of commissaries
has ordered tho disarming of German
Winslow was the first town to reand I'krainlan troops
who invade
port the subscription of its (piota of
$7G,00O.
Holbrook followed with its
Russian territory.
fifty-thre-

WOMEN HKAVl'11 TIIAX M.EX.
Women often do their daily tasks In
home, office or factory while suffering pain and rnitiery that would put
a man in bed. However, much of
women's suffering can be alleviated.
Backache, sore muscles, stiff joints,
rheumatic paines, dizziness and like
symptoms are caused by disordered
bladder. Mrs. Thos,
kidneys1, and
navis, Montgomery, Ind., writes; "I
doctored several months without relief, when I commenced using Foley
Kidney Pills, and cot relief. Kight botme." Safe, harmless;
tles cured
quirk results. Sold everywhere.

he

ie

f

tho froni dour' of Ihe ci.y hall ;it 10
a. lit., I will Ball one lay marc, 11
years old, lit hanb lvgh, weigh! CiiO
pounds. Branded on left hip.
J. n. OUtjTtHHA.
City Marshal.

pany ai res., the Little Colorado river
has been completed and the main line
are finished a .mite
and
out on the south side. Steel laying will
commence Monday. The company expects to lay a mile a day until Snow-flak- e
is reached.

Shepard, Lucile Holt, May Seeger,
Kmogene Kaiser, Helen Smith, Annabel Stevens. Vio!et nonham, Bess
liessie
Colviti, Florence
Clean,, n,
Comer. Itulh .Merrill. Lenoir NIor,
liuth Measday.

side-irarK-
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST CHOIR
FATHER W. J. FINN, Conductor
100

I iyO..TK 25 PER

Wednesday Evening,
May 8th, at 8H5

'

50c to $1.50
C'KXT

OK llKC'I
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TO I.OC'AIj

nv.it

CUOKS.
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Singing for Stricken France
Tickets
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BOYS AND MEN
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Chicago. Ai'fil- 2S. Kvan I Cam
eron, siid to be n graduate of Prince-io- n
irmer noted
university and a
foot ha I! player, who is under arrest
with impersonating an army
ch")gj
'iffieor todav ppuealetl f the federal
).,,- itifs thet he
allowed to
t.)
and thus redeem himself in figbt-jion the lniflofi:d.
It was indi-- I
cated 1hat leniency would be reeom-- i
nieiolcd when his case is culled in
court.
.
Wrmnn Suffrage Hcjeciod.
Stockholm, April 2S. After n long
dcha'.'
the chamber of narlbimont
has rejected a bill cnllins' for wmsn
The vote was 62 to SSr
mi f fro go.
Archbishop
Sllcvt Im- Minneapolis. April 9
nrovenTen' in the condition of
Ireland w
parted by
his i'hj Sicilian thid evening.
ire'-;:n'- l

JJ

HERE'S A TROY TRAILER BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR HANDLING AEROPLANES
There's a line of Troy Jrfs for
light trucks and passenger cars
Oldest and Largest Makers of Trailers, making possible highest grade construction at
lowest cost.

Trpy Trailers
TROY TRAILER SALES COMPANY
'V

DWIGHT H. ELDER, Distributor
1170 Broadway, Denver, Colo.
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Internment Camp for Women
'

FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS

4

T

It'll Be Filled as Result of New United States Law, Say3
Department of Justice Official.
II A III! Y It. HINT.
Special Staff Pisimtcli.
Washington,
April 28. Germany's
most effective work in hampering
America's war efforts, and in fostering dissatisfaction with out participation in the war, has been done
not by men of German birth or sympathies, but by women.
Woman
woman
spies,
plotters,
woman propagandists these are the
agents of the kaiser who have been
busiest in the United States for the
past two years. -- Vet until the passage
this week of the woman spy bill Uncle
Sam had no law by which he could
apprehend and lock tip or intern alien
women suspected of anti American
activities. Arrests could only be made
on the basis of actual criminal evidence covering a limited number of
specific offenses.
WonH'ii Arc l'earcd.
Under this new law, which has
been signed by the president, the
woman alien enemy falls within the
same restrictions that cover men, and
internment camps for women promise
shortly to be even more populous than
those for men.
"The most dangerous persons in this
country today." declared a departmentn
of justice official in charge of
activities, "are not the men and
women born in Germany, or those
born here of German parents who
maintain German sympathm .lint
American women who have married
on the
Germans.
These
women,
whole, have heen more perniciously
active and have done greater injury
to America's course in the war, than
any other group.
"in Europe the woman spy is the
most dangerous and active of all secret agents. Woman spies have, been
Also, women have
busy in America.
directed to a considerable extent plotUut the big field of
ting activities.
work hero has been in propaganda, in
fostering opposition to America's part
15 Y

,

anti-alie-

TO

MOIVMNa

JOU.NAU

Additional
have
warnings against
been issued by United States AttorChairman
ney Summers
Burkhardt,
Charles Springer of the state council
and
of defense
Governor Undscy.
Says Mr, Springer:
"The mob Is had enough at any
time. Just now it is a most dangerous menace to the cans" of human
liberty.' The mob spin: and acts of
lawlessness are everywhere being fostered by German spies. That is what
caused the downfall of the Russians
Just when the revolution had almost
assured them a free government. The
mob is fighting for the kaiser and we
depend upon the coolheaded, patriotic citizens everywhere to slop it."
Attorney Tlurkhart declared:
"I feel strongly on this subject believing that ignorance of the law and
excitement are often responsible for
mob violence. Our experience in this
office is that a large number of complaints about alleged disloyalty when
investigated prove to be without
Santa. Fe,

April

28.

mob-violen-

fonn-datio-

Complaints AiV Investigated.
"There is an efficient body of spep
cial agenls of the department of
in New .Mexico, and these agents
investigate every
complaint made.
Every churgo with any foundation is
presented without delay to the United States commissioner and the defendant is bound over to await the action of the federal grand Jury which
Jus-th--

PLANS COMPLETE FOR
'UP IN THE AIR' TO
BE PLAYED

Til':

TOKAY.
The
r.epcalir.g
Tiger Man," with William ;'. llt.vt as
.ilsn
liie lc. tiling
;:ic
"Weekly Current Kvcnls."
rathe presents
Ideal TiM'ud'i
Gladys llulett,' as the star in "A
Crooked Unmanc;" also the tourtii
ep, sode of the "The House of Hate,
with Pearl White and Antonio Moreno
in the title roles.
l yric
Gladys Leslie starl
ring in the Vitngraph
fmture,

'',''

in tlie war, in hampering food conservation and the procuring of supplies
for the Red Cross, in spreading stories of immorality
in the camps, of
neglect in the army hospitals, etc.
Assail Public Opinion.
"German effort has- tried from the
stmt to disintegrate Amerioim public
opinion. In nine cases out of ten our
reports of these activities have led us
to women. But
we have had
no law authorizing- their arrest in the
absence of specific criminal evidence,
we have been unable to lock them up.
"Now, however, these propagandists
will be subject to detention and in-

ternment.

"Take the iase of the stories that
the Red Cross was selling sweaters
and socks knitted by patriotic, women
for the boys abroad. German propaganda! The story that the lted Cross
was oversupplied and wished no more
of these supplies.
German propaganda again!
False stories Spread.
"Similarly, the stories of Immorality 111110114; lied Cross nurses, designed
to prevent mothers from permitting
their daughters to enter this work
canards of the most vile sort were
traced to women, German sympathizers.
"These stories are often circulated by canvassers, ostensibly working
in the interest
of prohibition, good
government, etc., and by pamphlets
and circulars ostensibly of a religious character. The middle west has
been a fertile field for this effort.
"Within the next few weeks we
may expect from the same sources exaggerated stories of casualties abroad,in
of neglect of our boys in hospitals
Prance and details designed to promote discontent with the conduct of
the war and arouse a horror of war
among American women.
"Among spies in this country, the
society woman, entertaining high officials and officers of the army and
navy, have been especially busy."

Another Plea Against Mob Rule
Made by Governor and Others
1PICIAI. CORMSPONOINC

THREE

promptly indicts when there appears
reason to do so.
"There is no excuse at any time for
mob rule. At present it Is particu
larly dnnvm'ous on account of the excited condition of the public mind, and
in my opinion grea't injustice is bound
to occur In 9a out of 1U0 cases, if
action is taken by a mob and the
courts are not allowed to investigate
the cases.
"It is evident that mob rule is a
poor rule to follow and should he
guarded against by every loyal American."
Appeal lly Governor.
Governor IJndsey added to this:
"The peoplo of the state of New
Mexico are intensely loyal ami are
agreed that the perpetrators of all
acts of disloyalty and enemv activity must be promptly and efficiently
and adequately punished.
"Doubtless, however, they will pathe already too long deawait
tiently
layed action of the congress In furnishing the department of Justice with an
adequate law. The enactment of sucll
law seems now certain, and when enacted, it will be the first duty of the
people and local police to identify the
perpetrators of sedition, traitorous
and disloyal acts and to assist the
agents of the department in the procurement of proof of guilt.
"Given an adequate law and capable, vigorous prosecutors, no one
peed fear mob law in the slate of New
Mexico."
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also a good comedy and a reel of the
,
"Kurd Weekly."
The iiuimisement
I'jutiim1 Thc-itc- r
is repeating today Virginia l'earson in
"Huughter of France;" also "Toto
I'.usy Day," u great comedy.
AT T1IK

fmr

ill

"IV

The thrills accompanying any story
of the early days of the frontier are
not wauling in "The Tiger Man," Wm
o. uai l tt nt:trt piv iuir, mil iiity tttt
tempered by the sweetness of a womV
an's love and the, generous Impulses of
11,
a man whose heart is bigger than his
of
an
becomes
enemy
body, but who
Gl ADVS hUcl
the law because of some si range twist .
in his nature and tie lack of a guiding
caI
hand in the earlier stages of iiis
reer. It affords a strong pari for Mr. L..
Hart, and will add another triumph to
his innumerable successes upon the
Gladys Hulclie appears today at the
screen. '"The Tiger Man" will be dis- Ideal 1 heater in "V Crooked.
for
the
last
played at the "li" theater
time today.
In connection with the nbow, the
management will also repeal the reel
of "Weekly Current Events."
V
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YACHT,

Hu-Ict-

GETS

111

AND
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MEDAL,

51 PURSE

tmy MORNma jouknal
LIAtin Wlll
Washington, Apr, US. How John
MacKenzie, a chief boatswain's mate
in tho navul reserve, by
extraordinary
heroism, saved th,. converted yacht
Remllk, on patrol service in Kuro-pea- n
waters, was told loday in nn announcement by Secretary Daniels that
the navy department bad awarded
MacKenzie the ui' di, of honor and a
gratuity of $100.
During a heavy -i- le December 17
last, a depth charg.. weighing several
hundred pounds tuoke from Its fastenings at the stum or the Remlik, and
went sweepng about the deck. MacKenzie, realizing the danger, shouted:
"Watch me; I'll get it," and dashed
down the deck, flinging himself upon
the charging cyhtnbr
Three times lb,, daring man almost
had his arms about fie bomb but each
time tlit; seas tore it from hitiV and
almost crushed him. He stuck to the
task, however, and 011 tii" fourth attempt got a firm grip oil the cylinder,
heaved it upright on one flat end and
held it down until linos could be run
to him and he and the bomb safelv
lashed.

THE LYKIC.
The main attraction today is "Litwith Gladys
tle Miss
Leslie as the star.
Gladys Leslie, who registered ' so reami
markably in "His Own People-"The Wooing of Princess Pat.,' has
the featured role ini "Little Miss
the Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature, which will be the attraction at the Lyric theater today
only. She is the poor little actress whe
is held prisoner by plotting relatives
seeking to rob her of a great propShe
erty of which she knows nothing. Wilis supported by Frank O'Connor,
West
liam Calhoun, Kulalio Jensen, Carle-toJenkins, Richard Wangcnian,
King and Stephen Carr.
Miss Leslie, who is one of photo
plav's youngest and most beautiful
stink, is a iev.- - York ;irl and her
was with
experience
,first screen
Thanhouser. She then was s"cn theIn
features en
several important
GEN, GEORGE W, READ
Pa the program, attracting special attention by her work as Sophia, in
GOES TO GREENVILLE!
"The Vicar of Wakefield," in which
.
Frederick Warde was starred. will
BY MORNING
t Af)FD WIREl
SPECIAL
JOURNAL
be
Besides tho above there
Wai:hi,iK(in."Aiiril :'S. Major (icn- shown a good comedy, and one reel ol
era Cenrge W. Rend, national army,
"Ford Weekly."
now slalom. m1 ol :i i'asn. Tex, has
been nrtlei'oil e, Crt'envillo, S. ('..
iwsti.mi:.
e. k
of I'amp
This is the last dav to see irgini.-- lo b'Ke i o
l'carson in William Fox's "A Daugh- (leu, 'tal Read is a reRu'.ar army colter of France," lit thj 1'antiine thea onel of caali. i'.
ter.
New Irial li Dcmaiulcil.
The war s, enes are between tne
lilies in KrallOO
...wl (Ttirm-.ti......K
in o tin-Rostnn, April :s. lb solutions
and Miss Rearson'B clever acting ol
a "ev trial for Thomas .!.
French girl Mooncy, a .i;."i
a beauti"il,
!'raiiei.,o labor headthic
makes
caught by the (lernians
It er senteneed to be hanged for alleged
wofth seeing.
0110 well
in tlv filial explosion durthrills with romance and adventure complicity
ing the
i'i.v parade in
wi, ie all around trie terrimu ubo",,s that
oily, w, ie adopted n( a mass
goes on.
io.il,-...meeting todav under the auspices of
This will ie i"',ien i'i
the 1'nited Hebrew trades.
entitled "Toto's liusy Day."
AT
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you will find WRIGLEY'S at hand.
Every man, woman and child in
the country thinks of lvR5GLEVf3
when chewing mm is mentioned.
This is the result of years of
unceasing effort to give mankind
the benefits and enjoyment of

1,.

Resides showing the Patbe play, "A
Crooked Romance," with Gladys
in the title role, the fourth episode
of 'The House of Hate," with Pearl
White and Antonio Moreno as ihj
stan. both having been identified with
the
the greatest serial successes
history of the continued form of moThe men behind this
tion pictures.
great serial are Louis .1. Gaibier,
corporapresident of the Astra Film
tion, George B. Seitz, and Bertram
Milhauser, and each member of this
triumvirate has drawn upon his long
experience In a concerted determination to make this serial in every way
a bigger and better attraction than
any that has gone before.
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sweetmeat.
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WRIGLEV'S is the universal
favorite largest selling gum in

the

world.
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TONIGHT

CHEER AS THEY

Preparations for the musical 'come"Fl in the Air," to be given by
the dramatic club of the University
of New Mexico at the Crystal opera
house tonight are complete. The play
will start at 8:3(1 o'clock.
Critics who witnessed the dress rehearsal at the theater Friday mght say
the play surnasses the one given last
year, and will bo a treat Mo all who
attend. Tho music, which was com-

GO INTO BATTLE

AIL -

r!

r:

--

i

A

rireu riiMMmer-- !
posed by Prof. K. Stanley Seder, is oammie
said to equal if not surpuss anything
ican Shot at Germans Rein musical art ever put on in the city.
As one character of the play sings it,
turns Home With Others to
tho music carries the audience "Away
in
the World Somewhere."
(Jut
Work for Liberty Bonds,
Judging from the advance sale of
tickets, a record crowd is expected to
attend. Music for the evening will
TV MORNIN4 JOUNNAL PRCtAL LCAIIO W,Ar
furnished by an orchestra picked
An Atlantic Tort, April 2X. Fifty
from among Albuquerque's best mulAulericau soliei-s- .
most 'tf 'whom
sicians.
have been wounded or gassed, have
been brought to
this port from
France by order of President Wilson,
NO NEW NEWS ABOUT
to take part in the Liberty Loan camRUSSIAN REVOLUTION paign, according to an announcement
made by the military authorities here
today.
fY MORNINQ JtlJIfNAL BRtCIAL LSAtCO WIRCl
Americans go into battle cheering
Washington,
April 2S. Xo word and waving their hatfi, said
Was received in official quarters here
Color Sergeant John J.
retoday to throw light upon
in describing
conditions at
n
port of a new revolution proclaimed the
frotit.
at I'etrograd with the purpose of . In
Heffernan'K
party,
restoring the monarchy and placing was a
boy, fjorporal
De Varilla of tfan Francisco, an
little Alexis Nokolalvltch. son of the
former czar, upon the throne.
artilleryman, who, his companions
said, was the first American to fire a
shot at the Germans last October.
His battery took its place behind a
little town under cover of darkness,
planting its guns on a slope which had
's
been previously camouflaged. De
was aimed at a communi"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets have cating gun
in
German
front line,
trench the
Saved my life, writes Mrs. Maggie Coil, and when Captain I. It. McLehdon
vuy, .mo. "i naa paaug m my gave the word to the gun crew.
fjuiueu
I"
pounds ef shrapnel went
'mnrwi stomach bo bad I eighteen over
i.
1,400 yards of No Man's
1 thought I could not sreaming
Land.
An Impersonal War.
I it was congestion of
I
"T felt prettv good when that old
R tna Btntniili
T rnnU
M
shell went sailing over the hill," De
goto bed perfectly well Varilla admitted.
'"The only thing we
ana wane np in the
alii sore a.hout was that ve
as
as
bad
I
could
night
could not see where It hit and had to
De ana live. Our doctake another man's word for it. It
tor said it would do made it sort of an Impersonal war.
no good to give medi"When the Germans began to fire
I
HtlA fnfATnol1lf
ITa back we got some real thrills.
It
had to inject medicine didn't have time to think what our
got
in my arm. since tak- would meanI if their gunners
range and guess the other felt about
ing Chamberlain r the
same way. Nobody seemed to be
Tablets I can eat any- nervous."
thing I want without
the Germans
said
The
corporal
hnrtinop ma "
hld made their
first raid in his sector on
of
form
!t"i
indigestion is October 31 and that it was after this
Biireuieiy paintut and raid that the body' of an ofAmerican
i often
the wire
dangerous. By soldier was found in front
from ear to ear.
taking Chamberlain'f with his throata cut
JT
fine lot
Tuhleta
"We've got
boys over
ofto cauu,
' ;
"v"1 "ttt
and especially when yon have fulnesi
there," Sergeant Heffernan declared.
Taft's
.
., n rl Trtil rrVi t" in
slnm.nl, n(t
"Charley Taft, former president
one of them. I have seen him
the diseasewmay be warded off 'and son. is the
hardest conditions, acting
avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not only under
man he 1.
aid digestion, but strengthen and invig- like the real
orate the stomach.
Journal Want AOs Turing result.

OPERA

FOR THREE
COMMENCING

DAYS

TOMORROW

Franco-America-

wP-r- e

-

.il

--

SLEEP

JOURNAL SPECIAL IIASID Wlll
April L'S. No American
lias a right to a night's sleep unless
during the day he has doiio something to aid in the. war against
declared
Colonel
Theodore
Roosevelt tonight in urging an audience at the Urooldyn
academy of
music lo Invest in the Third Liberty
Loan.
"The man who does not Ihink it
was Americas duty to fight for lierl
own sake, in view of the infamous!
conduct of Cermany toward us, stnnelsj
level with a man who would not
Inn
think
necessary to rignt in 11 pn-- j
his wife was:
vale fight because
slapped," asserted tho former president.
The American who is not now
heart and soul in favor of this war'
'through to a victorious conclusion. "
said the colonel, "is a traitor to his!
country and to mankind. He Is unfit
to
live in America.
He Is
'to
thrilling he a free man, for his soul Is unfit
the soul
war nf a slave."
HIV MORNING

11
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'14 TRENCHES

GERMANS REPORT

New York.
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DRAFT MEN
PASS THROUGH HERE

ARIZONA

BRITISH RETIRE
TO

rJO NIGHT

mstmmMszm

j

(Y

JOURNAL

PtCIAI

LE

A(tf

O

WlRt)

ilin, ia London. April L'S. The
official communication from tierinun
head'iiiuiieis toi'my reads:
"Hii the battlefields of Flanders the
enemy has withdrawn to lines behind
those of which he had been occupying.
.South of I Jingemurcl;
he withdrew
over the S t enbach, cast of Ypns, into
his positions of autumn, l'J14, and
near Jiillibckc, still further behind
these.
"In close pursuit we forced the enemy many times to fighl. As a result
wo captured lielgians and many hundreds of Liigllsh.
"We have reached the line southwest of Laiigemarck on the western
hank of tho .Steenbnch, of . Verlorcn-hoellooge, SSilliUeke and, Voormi;'.-eelHi

e.

mm

Three cars bearing members of the
dralt army from Phoenix, Tuscon,
Aahfork and other Arizona points,
passed through hero at 7:15 o'clock
last night, enrouto to Camp Funston,
Kansas. The cars were attached to
Train No. 8. Thcro wero 105 men in
tliu contingent.

Members of the Hod Cross canteen
committee met the train and supplied
the men with cigarettes and literature.
Tho men were In unusually good spirits and scorned anxious to begin training for their debut against Hill Hohen-zollerTho car wero decorated with
large American flagsn.

-

Journal Want Ads bring results.

MRS. DE WEESE
GOULD NOT STAND
Because of Functional Ditor
der Cured by Lydia E,
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
--

"The double Hill liU. so heavily conMariy such
tested In the past years, is in our possession.
scenes in the great
Strong Aitillcrj Activity.
production,
"There has been strong artillery acis
After
tivity In tho Kemmel sector.
the repulso of counter-attack- s
carried
I L TTI
mi.iii'l 'JFl -out by the French on the evening of
2iJ on tho western slope of the
The residence at 11 S Kouth Third April
our infantry, on Its own
mountain,
'street was entered last night when
It repulsed
pressed forward.
Ithe 01 upants, who had gone to town resolve,
the
enemy anil took Locre by storm.
'carlv in the evening, returned about
bank
of the Lys
the
"On
northern
;,
o'clock they ,'ound the front door the
Here,
enemy's thrusts failed.
'open.
They safd the door had been as in a successful engagement north
'left unlocked. Clothes from the dress- west of Festubert. we took Knglisjj
ier drawers and bed clothes were scat-- 1 pi isiTners. Strong llritlsh attacks near
tend on the floor. Nothing hud been Oiveni'hy were repulsed.
stolen as far as they could discover.
"(n the battlefield cm both sides of
the
Italian
showing
the Homme the fighting activity was
ISieycIo Kidcr Killed,
restricted to reconnaissances and temfighters in their
faris. April 2S. The French
porarily reviving duels. At Hangard
.struggles
against the
riiVr, Harragon, fell during a wood an enemy local attack collapsed'.
"In Finland, General Count von Der
race at the velodrome today and was
German allies.
Goltz took Tevastahus (on the railinstantly killed.
1
road fifty miles north of Helsingtors)
On entering
after an engagement.
TIF, CXS 1WST FIXE NOW.
"I suffered greatly from kidney and tho town our troops were enthusiastV.
trouble."
P
bladder
write
ically greeted by the population."
53 Orand River Ave., W. Deor
to
"Had
six
Mich.
troit.
tin
Retains Swimming Honors.
get
Tlip Htory of "The Warrior," stairln the sianl MucUU. sbnply
the ninsht. Foley
San Francisco, April i'S. Ferry
the nitiial cK'rlcin e tlirotigh wlikli the hcri'iilcan liulian soldicr-Ht-to- r seven times during
of the Illinois Athletic club,
Kidney Fills have worked wonders
msHcl through at tliu oul break of hostilities.
With several
them as th retained the American 100 yard Innd I can recommend
AfacistP wan on the wrong hide of tlir holder ivhon war was
ever
This
medicine
door
I
taken."
have
test
swimming championship here toTI10 Italians were placed In a dcli'iition
jluclstf overpowerfamily remedy relieves rheu- day when he defeated a field of eight
ed tho guards, led his
to safety and after many thrilling ad- sterling
seconds in a
pains, backache, stiff Joints competitors in 55
ventures. Joined one of the brave band of Alpiuoa nglitlirg 'iii the mountain matic
ore muscles, and other Ills attributed race sanctioned by the amateur athfatnesses to "keep the world safe fur democracy."
letic
union,
Sold everywhere..
to kidney trouble,

entitled third street

home

entered; nothing taken

Buffered from fr
Oakland, Cal.-- "I
regularities and congestion, so I could
not sUnd on my fest
for any long period
01 ume ana aid not

sleep well. The physician who treated,
me did not seem to
help me any and

(

rnor

Al-pir.- o
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Attacks of Indigestion
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COMING TO THE
CRYSTAL
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friend adviaed
Lydia E. PinkhamV
Corns
Vegetable
I took it and
pound.

before I realized it
I was well. I shall'
recommend your"
valuable remedV tot
Mrs. L. H. De
my friends."
Ave., Oakland, CaL . . ,
Every woman at some period or other-iher life suffers from just such dis- -.
turbances as did Mrs. Weese, 'and if'
there is no interested friend to advise,
let this be a reminder that this famous
root and herb remedy has been overcoming- these ailments of women for.
more than 40 years,
,
'
If any complications exist, writ;
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, '
Mass., for advice. The result of many
years experience is at your Jervice,
1

Weese.-605Alcatra-

z

n

jjj
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Effective April 23rd
a 10 Advance

T RACK MEET
HERE NEXT MONTH

III SHORT GAME

Field Events to Bo

First Triple
Play of Season but Lose to
St, Louis, 4 to 2; Rain

Cincinnati

Kelly Spring fields
--

Have NOT Raised Yet.

Pulls

i

BY

JOUKHAL
C)..

iICIAI.
2S.

LiAReO

field-

Poor

April
Cincinnati,
ing l,y the Cincinnati tram In tinenth inning gave St. Louis today's
game, which was featured by the first
triple play of tin; season. The game
v;:s ealled at the en of the eighth
on account of rain. Score;
St. Louis.
AH. H. H. PU.A. K.
4
4
Smith, of .
Niehoff, 2b
liaird, 2b
Hormiby. ss
Cruise, If
Paillette. lb

nMns

1

y

.

VINCENT GARDUNIO
WRITES OF LIFE

I

.

Iter

CAMPS!

Un-

The ini'iseliolastic school track
meet, which is given annually under
the auspices of the Fniverslty of New
held at l niversity field
Mexico, will
Fridav and Saturday afternoons, May
Weese, presi10 and II. Prof. A.
dent of the athletic council at tho
eis'tv. is in charge of arrangements for the meet.
The preliminaries for the field
events will lie held Friday afternoon,
and the finals Saturday. Besides the
program there will also be declamaAlthough
tory and oratorical contests. which
will
the uiiniher of high schoois
be represented in (lie various cvcn.s
has not been definitely learned, those
in charge say they expect as large It

f

MS:

1

.

IN FRENCH

xityx

f

-

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street

y

MORNINt

Staged

der Auspices of U, N, M.
11; Large
May 10 and
Representation Expected,

r fiv

Stops Contest,

E. E. BLISS

SHEEP SANITARY

HIGH SCHOOLS TO

Connie Mack Has Chance to
Pull Athletics Out of Last Place

LOSES FOR REDS

In Price of Most Makes of Tires

K8

FIELD NG

.

'"'ids

'

not a larger representation than in
lornier years.
It is said that several high schools
are already preparing to hold preliminaries to determine the candidates
who will represent them in the ora-

Sherdell,
has been reresting
M U
4
!1
Totals
ly the .Morning Journal fromVine
Cincinnati.
Cardunio. I'd. C. 2.',th lOnginro.
Ail. li.
torical and declamatory contests here.
s. with the American Expeditionary
o
There will be no limit to the number
e. C.ardunio
tells of (Iroh, 3b
rces in
4
o' athletes each high school will be
i'
of the American mldlers L. Magee. 2 b
allowed to send for the field events.
France and gives an interesting Itousli, cf
S. Ma gee, lb
n ital of events "over there."
l
Hold Hod Cross (iolf Match.
Griffith, rf
Ttie letter follows;
If . .
Chicago, Aug. 2S. James Barton
Neale.
d
write
to
u
have been trying
of Broadmoor club, Colorado Springs,
Chase, If .
Growers Failing to
western open champion, and Gil Nieli- y people ever since we arrived in
Blackburn ss
ii
too
been
we
ols of Xew York, professionals, today
have
but
busy Allen, c
Will Be Denied Shipping
I
defeated Jock Hutchinson,
even to think. There is a lot of work Schneider,
at Cilenview club, Chicago, and
for our forces before we meet
Certificates and Ear and here
2 12 :
Chick Fvans, national amateur and
:::(
he boctll
i;
Totals
open champion, one up In an eighteen
Brand Marks,
Score L; innings
'All of the nations of the world
hole four-hamatch for the beneit
000 001 30- are represented here in little France Sr. Louis,
01ot the American Red Cross. Several
000
.100
-2
ill engaged in war on Kaiser Kill ami Cincinnati
thousand dollars were collected.
e
hits Groh 2,
Summary:
all the boys in khaki are
As a means of uradicating Scahii s or among tli-S. Magee. Smith, Niehoff. Stolen base
on
it
the
You
notice
New
h'I'ees.'
of
the
King
from
shoe)
"scab"
anion),'
lied Sov Win Inhibition Game.
I.. Magee. Sacrifice flies Iloush,
Mexico th,' ."hep sanitary hoard, of the trains, at the camps, in the villas, cvApril 28. Tho
Bridgeport, N.
Triple play Groh to
Sam's Chase, Niehoff.
on team
Bos.
f the American leaguu
state is inaugurating a campaign to leiyvvhere vou go there is I'ncleFrench
S. Magee to Allen. Bases
to
I..
Magee
defeated an
aggregation hero
popularize dipping among sheep rais- boy doing his little bit. The like the on balls Schneider 1. Struck out
4
ers. Although 'he raisers are Riven p, up!,- are very nice and they
today by a score of 7 to 0.
Bv Schneider 3, Sherdell 1. Passed
French
The
all.
them
nn opportunity to voluntarily clip their Americans above
hall Allen.
Three youngsters whom Mack expects to help him pull out of (he cellar
soldiers are good fighters and are at
Chicago, April 28. Chicago, Pitls-- )
.'he.p the board has adopted means
In
tnf
the
I,onuo
snrh
with
best
to
force
hayonets
their
which are evpected
burgh game postponed, wet grounds. position. Ko ) was one of the best on tfichlers in the International
i
las; vcar, and hnniesoii looked like a sensation with flic l luetics, nii'i
unit; uio
it
raisers as refuse to dip their sheep tveneh. Out to near mom like
Indians
is believed to he one of the best short stnpn developed in several years.
Those raisers who do not siv the Americans charge
into lit,"Fritzie's
in
fast
move
arc
in
raiding
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
the
very
i:,nd
voluntarily
I
.
:
will l.e denied shipping certificates trenches.
at
E
be
will
TAKE
CAM
Burns
the
stick.
I'm
George
man.)
(Ity J'tiul
from the stat" inspector when tht-Todav I received a letter from San!l!0 West Gold.
Phone Ull.
at second, Dugan at
After three, years in the cellar wily lirst, Shannon
1
pros, nt their sheep for shipment. In i, local in' which he said that it wasI reGardiner
I
am
old Connie Mack appears ready for a short and I the great Larry
was on the Tuscania.
Mich easts the sheep will be dipped by i(iorte,l
' ?f ummmmm .ITVi
lai thud. Dugaii is one of the greatest
I J- J
the slate officers will he returned very much alive with 'em here.
ijunip into more pleusant surroundings. 'young infleldcrs
It Is I
Inj
in the league.
N
to the range from which they came. fact this outfit has not had so much
the first time since lie broke uf being freely preluded that
For
in this
This
causes.
strict
be
the first
Tlrs campaign will
as a death from natural
his wonderful Athletics in 11U4 Mack youngster, Mack' has made another of
Paints, Oils. (.lass. Malthold Kool'ln;
lot
enforcement of this rub do rin if the company of ours is a 'hard'-bollehas a well balanced club, a club that, his sensational finds. Shannon is a
und Building Paper.
to
a
go
have
way
Frit!!
will
fmir
must
long
and
years.
can hit and field, luclul, which
past three
fair keystone packer.
ery
LUMBER
BALDRIDGE
C.
all to get us. Xo. nothing like being sun!;
jJ.
In .March tin- I" aid
'be
counted us dangerous opposition,
The Mackian outfield will be mado
ef- in the deep blue ocean will ever hupl'.HS have but ope up of Tilly Walker, .Merlin Kopp, anil,
sheep dipp'-d- 1. Tin- ol d' r becomes
of
Athletics
The
COMPANY.
SPEAK
US IOO CVllUIIK.
fective July
pen to US.
shortcoming. Mack has a weak pilch--t ! Jamieson with Uube oldring as utility H0BS0N TO
a! s. which ,,f us might float about like a piece of
able
are
were
rookies
his
Sheep affected Willi
unless
and
Jamieson
staff
outfielder.
Kopp
ing
ON PROHIBITION
However, what might Collins and
Jackson Bunch show some big league pitching, other- among the promising outfielders dehave been dipped twice H n to four- - hard tack.
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
teen days apart, in an approved dip, 'happen to ns is to get shrunken like
look capable of veloped last year. Kopp batted around
Athletics
wise
the
on
Il
rains
in Last Session With
in water.
withHits
bean
in
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
various
to
moved
an
pinto
be
points
to
other
is
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Sammies Fighting in France
Have Lost All Fear of Death;
Trench Philosophy Does It
HY I'. V. LYON.
Albuiiuoi'niu Morning; Joui'ii:il importer With Perilling" Army in
llUll'.X'.
in
Trenches
In the American
28. There's a new .lul-- France, April
American
'ophy or death in the o define,
France. It s hard
armyii in ..r,
iernnirible
"something
i....
the minds of,
that has taken hold of no
longer fearI
cur fighting men. They
that
death. It s only very recently
of
the thins.
myself caught the spirit
Some people would call it fatalism,it
i
....mtro s.ddier expresses
1
thus: "I'm not dead yet and wont
die until my time comes."
Whatever it is, It kills worry.
"Since our boys have unit worrying
so much about their prospects of petmore time and
ting killed vhey have and
enjoy the
energy for fighting
who
hi
eh
general
said
a
more,"
game
on the mental
was commenting
change that had come over his troops.
Our boys did not quit worrying
xoi
about death until they actually camps,
Ihe trenches. In their training I often
many miles back of th", lines
danfound lads worrying over possiblelatci.
them
gers that might confronthowever,
then
Cmce in the trenches,
attitude has ehangefl completely.
Im a llorx Now.
illustrates
The case of Hennie Blank
a
the point. Kvery time I had visited
certain outfit lack in the training
guardhouse
camp Hennie was in theand
when I
squad for misconduct; he
duln t beasked him one day why
have himself, he said
t.uess
"My nerve's g.ne'complctely.
I'm a natural born coward. J'veot been
the
out
trying either to get kicked
'
armv or to be sent to the rear.
the
went
to
But when his regiment
front he marched along. l ater I asked
his.. captain how1V10he was doing,
vp
a
i
soldier
..,itoi.
some
got," the captain declared with
" v...
pride, "lie s now me uniybeen recomentire regiment who has
mended for a medal for gallantry un-

of quiet days ahead and good thing
to cut and recreation.
A big jovial sergeant samj out:
"Well, goodbye, trenches, that much
is over with for awhile. Hoys, we'll
Fror
ail be s. e.ntf the Statue of Liberty They Were Discharged
ye.."
at
Camp Cody Early
Army
Just at that instant a shell exploded j
anil a piece of shrapnel struck in ' j
in Year;
Jud?e Sherman
sergeant In .he head a:ul killed him.
Gets Them Released,
It looked as if the sergeant's time
'had come to die.
I till Kilb Hiin.
CURAT
ONOENCC TO MORNIhll
An artillery lieutenant, whose battery had been under almost constant
Cody, Dealing, N. M., April
Camp
rhelling for days and wlp- had los: 2S. Judge Fred Sherman has returnseveral of his nun, fell from his horse
and died from a fractured skull .ho ed from Washington. 1. '('., where he
went before the war department and
first day lie got lack to rest camp.
Personally, also have lost my fearj department of justice for the purpose
of getting killed. My regular billet b' of
securing the releus.1 of sven
in a partially demolished old stouts
('
scharged from the Fnited
house just back of the lines and hunarmy as alien enemies and indreds of shells pass over it every day. States
carcerated in the Luna county bastilo
Nothing ever happened to the place
when 1 was in it hut the other day. since January "0, 1HIS. They have
when I was some miles away, a piece been released "with no charges preferred against them," aal ate
of shell came through the roof, leavto their stale of adoption,
ing a hole as big as a washtub. Why
didn't that shell come when 1 was at
Their
home?
name! are F.lia I'etricieh.
Veneel Novak. Trifon
Visoj. John
"Why Fret'.'"
With every American outfU an iGlnboinik, Joe Jaokownh, George
French officers attached to us as in- Lobelia and Stife Stupor.
Kach declares hims'df to be mu
structors. They have spread a cheerful philosophy among? our troops. one American and to have renounced aL
of them, in a little speech to Amerilegianee to all other countries, and is
can troops the ether day. put th"" wlili-ito sivo in the Fnited States
"don't worry" proposition this way:
army or return to their former homes
"Why worry? If a shell or a bullet and pursue their occupations.
comes over, two things might happen'
Diirlntr their incarceration Vise) reyou might get hit and vou might not ceived the following telegram from
hit.
it
abIf
doesn't hit you have
get
his brother. George VissoJ, residing at
solutely nothing to worry uhi ut. If it iYl""ninc, Minn.:
kills you you have no cause for worry,
"Coleraine. Minn.,
Trifon
Y'ynj.
in fact you can't worry. If it wounds
Luivi County Jail, Deming: Cannot
ou, then you are out of the trench sent'more money. .nought fourteen
hell for a long time. Therefore, why
hundred
dollars'
Honda.
Liberty
worry at all 7"
Have
I'retty good Philosophy for a sol- should norrivemoney left. Government
ha"k
lick"'
home,
yon
dier, don": you think ?
"GKOUGF
),O.T."

ephone wires were cut. We were up
against it.
"I called for a volunteer to take a
message back.
"Five boys stepped out. Hennie was
one of them. When he saw my surprise he said, almost pleadingly:
" 'Let me go captain! I want to
show you I'm all right.'
"Bennio took the message. A little
later a lieutenant came up to me and
said:
to file charges
"Captain, I'm goingmen.
I met him
against one of yourwas
bent on goins
back there and he
comright through that barrage. I
manded him to wait until It slackened
and all he said was "Yon go to hell
and mind your own business," and
went right on through.'"
Hennie, a few days later, was the
""hero of the outfit.
"The first night we went into the
tienches I was cured of my cold feet,''
he explained to me. "Two of us were
in a dugout when a piece of German
shell came, through the roof. The other fellow was killed. I didn't get a
scratch? How can you explain that''
I told myself 1 wouldn't and I haven't
worried' shout, death since.
Wlmi Tlu-i- Tlmo t'omos.
Hverv hour of the day, almost, the
soldier has impressed on him that it's
useless to worry. A company was
coming out of the trenches the other
morning and every mati, though worn
and sleepy, was huppy In the thought
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Men

flLBUOUEBOUEiRniN WILL MEAN
ENLIST IN
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ORDINANCE CORPS
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TO
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Santa Fe, April 28. The latest rein the army and navy from
New Mexico are: Felix J. Jordan,
Joseph 1!. liraviusclii and Thomas II.
Mclintosh
from
Alluimieruiie, ordnance corps; Norman L. Lemaire,
tank service; Charles It.
Fast Ias Yegas, signal corps;
George IT. Dalryniple, Hurley; Reuben
Ruddy, Hurley, seaman second class;
Nathan O. Pearce, Carlsbad; Karlo I.
electrician radio;
Uussell,
Tyrone,
Ralph Albert Klder. Rosebud, ship's
cook, third class; David Gray
Alhuipioniue. appentice seaman; William
McKinley Johnson,
Dalles, fireman, second class.
Of thp 4.1110 men who registered for
Ihe draft in Grant county, more than
1,300 failed to fill out the cuostion-nairThe hundreds of aliens in
mining camps who have left for Mexico, as well as the scores who move
from camp to camji in part account
for the unfavorable showing.
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Santa Fe, April 2$. Damages to
the amount of
are asked by
I
l
Rose in a suit filed against the
.Southern l'aeific railroad company,
the plaintiff alleging that he was permanency injured by being thrown
from a caboose of u freight train that
stopped suddenly in the Lordsburg
Rose was employed as a
yards.
brakeinan.
Go On Koad Gang-Santa Fe, April 2S. Monday tweie
ty convicts will be sent to Alumogordo
to join the road gang there.
.
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Our reliance and defense!

ABRAHAM LINCOLN said,
"Our reliance is in the love of
liberty which God has planted in us.
Our defense is in the spirit which
prizes liberty as the heritage of all
men, in all lands, everywhere."

l

y

Today, please God, we fight for
universal liberty forthe right of
the little nation to live alongside
more powerful neighbors for weak
and oppressed peoples, wherever
they may be.
Every Liberty Bond you buy is one
more spike driven in the juggernaut of a
country. Buy
Bonds
with a light
Liberty
your
heart they are our sure reliance
our impregnable defense against
the pretensions of autocracy.
war-craz-
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'act's sei.oiiH C'harjjc.
Fe, April 2s, Dob Kalele, a
Sr:an, is being held by the federal
authorities on the charge of making
rman remarks.
pi
I

San

a

o--

Sell State lauds.
Silver City, X. M.. April 2.V. Major Kred Muller sold several thousand
acres of state lands at auction.
In
most cases onlv the minimum prico
of $:! per acre was offered.

TT THIS Ol'T

IT IS WOIETH
MOKKY.
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose with tc and mall It to
Folcv
Co., ;S35 Sheftield Ave.,
III., wrifng your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial package containing
Kolcy's Honey and Tar Compound, for
("oughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills, for pain In sides and back:
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic
Tablets, a wholesome and thoroughly
cleansing cathartic, for constipation,
end sluggish
biliousness, headache
bowels. Sold evnrvwhero.
Chi-cag-

99

PATTON

Over

Join the Service
CORRE.RONOENCE

It.

MORNIHO

JOURNAL!

Fast. Las Yegas, N. M ., April 2S. A
most effective showing of patriotism
s
is
among the
made here when the boys are
tulied by the draft. One day, Andaido
Wuintan'a, receiving his notification to
appear for examination, walked ofsevenhere
ty miles from his home in rth
to Las Yegas, without sleep or food, so
that he could leave lu re in the epiotu
departing Saturday evening.
In the last call, March 30, when the
quota left, this same boy received his
notice and walked to town the same
distance, but arrived Just two hours
af.er the boys had h it. This time he
made a (piicker trip.

f

Spanish-American-

EN

Y

J. LIE

v

0

1

He Is Brought to Main

Street

of Carlsbad in Closed Auto
and Then Ejected by

Parties.
TERCCtAI.

DISPATCH

TO

DR. I. N. WOODMAN

BEGINSJ.0NG TERM
tBRBCIAL CORRESPONDENCE

!.

TO

AtORNINS JOUEMALI

Santa
April 2
Oepotv Sheriffs T. A. I'ace and C. It. Haynea of
Otero county, arived today with Pr.
I. X. Woodman who is to serve forty
to fifty years In the penitentiary for
killing ''Tex'' Williams, whose body
was found in the White Sands after he
Woodman
had disappeared a year.
was found guilty of second degree
in this
was
well
known
He
murder.
part of Newi'1 Mexico, bavin at one
"'is section before
time lived
moving to Tularosa.
MAN

G0ES

ifRRCIAt. CORRESPONDENCE

IT MUST
BE KEPT

ALIGHT

MORNINQ JOURNAL)

Carlsbad, V. M., April 28. Henry
J. Lang living south of town, was
tarred and feathered hero last night
by unknown parties. He was brought
to Main street and thrown out of a
closed uuto naked but for a small
undergarment, well tarred and feathered. He was ii"t otherwise injured.
was knocked down yesterday by a member of tho Liberty
Loan eoninvitti e when ho cursed the
members of llv committee andi re
fused to buy a bond. Afterwards he
bought, a I'd! bond.
LaiiK was recently Indicted by tho
federal grand jury for violating the
espionage act at tianta Fe, and la out
on bond.

INSANE

"TTTrrmi

j

Walks 70 Miles
Without Food to

YOUNG

TOM MOORE
CIGAR. lO W 2r2&

t'ie no, cssity of '..vUiins shelter and
proper feeding ground.; dm lag the
critical sennu staon and the results
f this iui'.
have been
and advantageous.
MagdaUni as the shipping point
f ir cattle and sheep in Socorro county is enjoying a la'rge amount of bus:-- 1
nets Just at this time.
The V. X. T. ranch in the west par'
of the eountv brought In a herd of,
1,00(1 cattle by rail, taking (hem out '
to the ranch Saturday and Sunday.
Another bis; shipment is to be made
for the name ranch in the man- future.
Hishop & Williams, who recently
purchased the l.on Allen ranch near
:C.mi head of
Magdalcna, shipped
on
file sheep whuh will be plac-'their recent purchase.

if

EI1CIAL

TO MORNIN

Denver, Cold.

Broadway.

0

fully recovered.

IOUKAl.l
L'S.

MOTOR CO.

Y

111

nun. He throw
was aide to save
In
tune he fell the
men.
many more
effects of the gas and was taken to
'the hospital. Now, hnwevcr, he is

PACIFIC

SUED

'

I'attoti, who
Lieutenant Ct. Fraiu-ijhas been decorated uilli the French
it
battle of
in
t'
won
jwar cross,now
He found his
ragiiui.
il'icardy
gas musk interfered with his work

Carlsbad.
April
Carlsbad yesterday went over the
hundred
thousand dollr mark
for the Third
Loan,
Liberty
Stockmen promise $30,000 more
if it rains befnro next Saturday.

Corn-stoc-

A

-

tfl
N. M

1718-172-

wire o; phone.

write,

April 2S. Stock
conditions in Socorro county are very
to
leading sheep
promising according
and cattle raisers. Frank Hubbell of
the 'V" ranch, reports that despite
tlie drought prevailing in this section
hat better results are being experienced during this season's lambing
than one would have reason to expect.
Mr. Hubbell has erected a lame number OK shelters for his stock this spring
and accounts for better returns owing
to this fact.
Juan Garcia. Jr.. who is noted for
earliest lambs on the
having the
range, reports that so far the results
have been good, but that range conditions are not up to former years. He
Ucpoi'tcil as HocrteiN.
expects to have his stock in good
Santa
l'e, April 2S. Two New Mex-ic- o
of
late
the
On
soon.
account
shape
hos are reported as desrters from
to provide
attempts of stockmen
K'earnv at Linda Vista; .0he17-lagainst adverse conditions caused bf Camp
Gi iegu of San Jose, arrested a; I s
unusual seasons of drought or cold lm"
Vegas esti ruay, and Jose C. Gonzales
are beginnim; to prei roved methods
of Cuervo, San Miguel county, who is
vail in this section.
still
at large.
Leading stockmen have discovered

the- wounded
IN BONDS (with
loft the niesk and

DlSPAtCH

locality,

MOORE-HARD-

Find

'

tPICIAL CONRCSPONOINCC
Magdalonn. N. M.,

UEUt

LI B E

Distributors.

El

Sheep
Providing Shelter
and Feeding They Get Much
Better Results,

Aus-'ria-

COffftKPONDENCt

with

used

with your Ford Touring car
or n.aosti r. Vou can maKC the
change in twenty mir. tes.
lOlt is iuur.uilccd. IT IS HKhf FOlt
The S!'UF-Also made fut OverlanJ and
l'AL.M W'M'.K. Over l.dmi in use loday.
Chevrolet, Dodge and Studebaker soon.
our agents proposition will more than plc:!se you. It there is r.u agent
in your

Cattle and
That by

GIVEN GOAT TUB

r

UE

A

1

TWO

is what you can do

Ki:--Tlt-

JAIL

CO.

t

j

iu

r

That

CONDITIONS ARE

ARE RELEASED

'

1

der fire." '
"Just before the Germans attempted
a raid on us one night they shelled
us for nearly an hour and ail ur tel-

Plows rive to Seven
Acres a Day at One
fourth the Cost of Horses

!

FROM

:

ii.-s-

FIVE

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, April 29, 1918.
Doctor Fcrgct Gas
RU STUCK
AUSTRIANS
to Help Wounded! s iiCUF!

TO

AT DEPOT

UPON

AMERICA devolves the

duty

of

keeping
Liberty

alight the torch
and upholding justice and democracy throughout the world. Let us
not falter or count the cost, for in
the Freedom of 'the world lies our,
only safety, and the preservation of
our American liberties and
of

LET US INVEST TO THE
LIMIT

IN LIBERTY
BONDS

HOHHINt JOURNAL!

Kast Las Vegas, X. M April 2S.
Benito Martinez, about 25 years of age,
became violently Insane t the Santa
Ke depot.
After a struggle he was
overcome and taken to the county jail,
where he will be held pending the arrival of Judge 1. J. Leahy. Martinet
was formerly employed Lv the city
as driver for (lie streat cleaning
wagon.

ral

I'li'iglit I tales.
Santa Ke. April 28. J. It. Koontz,
Fe,
general freight agent of tho
has been summoned ny the state corfrom
commission
Torjcku. for
poration
another discussion of th freight rates
on coal in this sbiU?. The recent increase of 15 cents pv ton on coal Is
to be one of the topics that will come
t'P.
'i .
.

'
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, April 29, 1918.
WHICH?

didn't resent t lie kaiser's statement
that ho, Hcxnmcr, ruled 3.000,000

NEWSPAPER

German--

by the Brace of

Americans

Wil-heli-

journal

IQornmg

"ypj

Ilippp-

L'ut It doesn't really matter whether Iltrr Hexumer would take the
crown ir not. There are others who
Published liy the
and without a doubt plenty of
wouhj.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. them are
light here in the I'nited
States, if Imml ings. burnings, ground
ivc
WefltTn
V. J. ANDERSON.
words are to
ulass and
ChkaKO. 111.
Miintuclte IJld-he relied upon as evidence of the willKnstrrti Representative
ingness of .some
itAi.i'H n. sinj.icAX,
to serve the kaiser.
East 4i!na Street, New York.
It isn't a quesl.on o: wiiat our kind's
Kiiioloil
matter at the
as
name will lie, for a King Hexamet
N. M.. under Aet
jKisti'ffiee of AHHHjuerlue.
of fenfires of March 1, 1K79.
would lie as distasteful to true AmerLarger circulation than auy other paper icanism as King Hindenburg,
hut it
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
is a question of who shall' appoint our
Mexico issued every day In the year.
tilers after this war is over, Wilhelm
TBiSl'sToF
Pally, by carrier or by mail, one month.. 7c
Hex, or the people of the
lmporator
.'.0
in advance
Yearly,
I'nited States?
NOTICE TO srii.srillllEK.S.
All those who favor the former will
Subscribers to the .Journal when wrltins
to have their paper chanced to a new adNOT buy Liberty Bonds, war saving
dress must be sure to ftive the old address.
stamps, conserve food, produce food,
THE' JOl'HNAL t.Tke and prints
rumors of
l.itlou rating than Is accorded to any other and WILL spread false
conditions in American camps, obpaper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
struct the draf; and discourage enlisto ments.
o
MEMBER OE THE ASSOCIATED
All those who favor Americans rePRESS.
The Associated Press 1b exclusively
taining control of America will do eventitled to the use for republication
do not do.
erything these
of all ne s credited to It or not otherand will not do anything the
wise credited in thin paper and also

JJ

-

-

Impenitor He.

MANY GAMPS ARE

TO BE OFFICERS

are. absolutely qualified as leaders In
the field.
Many of them served at the institute as cadet officers for four, five,
six and eight years, studying military
tactics and all o: the technicalities
of modern warfare. All of them, now
placed In responsible posts in tho
army, will doubtless be in a position,
because of the excellent training received at the X. AT. M. I. to so
handle their men in the field as to
..
minimize casualties.

OIL

FOR

DRILLING

(lerinan-Amcricuv

Splendid Training Received at
ll
Crack State School at
of Greatest Possible
Advantage to Former Cadets
Ros-we-

7

the local news published

herein.

rSPKCtAL

.Al'KIL ill,

t&JWff,

f ?6P-

g

lk

-

THAT

do.

be very easy to distinguish between those who want a King
Hexamcr or Kini Hindenburg at
Washington, und those who want a
l'resident Pmith or a President Jones..

1!MS

I'ATKIOTS ALU
While btnuiue'.s arc being passed
around in connection with patriotism
and Riving loyal support to the Lib-t- y
Loan we must not overlook the
Santa I'e employes. They not only
hung up a record of 100 per cent in
the purchase of bonds but flung a
handsome new American flag to the
breeze yesterday with appropriate
ceremonies.
Many people sneer when railroad
men are spoken of. They seem to
think that rail employes belong to an
inferior race of people. Hut they
don't.. They are engaged in operating
one of the greatest, if not the greatest
Industry in the country, if it were not
for the men who toil in the shops, the
roundhouse, the switching yards, the
offices, on locomotives and trains, and
in the various other' branches of the
service, and the. country had to depend on ox teams, or even the latter-dainventions
motor trucks what a
great calamity it would be. Railroad
men, no matter in what capacity they
are employed, are a link in the chain
of our great transportation systems
without which we could not get along.
Not only in Albuquerque, but everywhere else throughout this broad land,
the railroad men have shown the real
spirit of loyalty in the crisis now confronting America. Thousands of them
too are now braving
volunteers,
Hun gunfire In France. Other thousands are in training camps ready to
do their part in chasing tho Huns
through the streets of Iierlin when the
proper time comes. The railroad men
have also bought Liberty lionds and
thrift stamps just as liberally as any
other class of people. They are loyal
to the core.
y

We're g' ing to have flour made ol
beans pretty soon. That'll he fine. A
piece of pork slipped into the dough
and we'll have a combination of bread
and pork und beans.
"11 Y MY

Can you

tiltACi:.'1

hearken back to the days

of your childhood, to the days when
you played "make believe" games'.'
If so, try this one:
The I'nited States and nations allied
lose this war; the Germans win; the
kaiser makes good his boast of nettling
accounts with America.
Continue o.i with this game of make

telieve:

Teuton helmets are on our streets,
Teuton lax collectors at our doors, and
Teuton despots doing here what they
now do in St rbia and Belgium, and
we have to submit, just as the Serbs
and Belgians .submit.
The kaiser will appoint a ruler over
us, one through whom "Wilhelm, Imperial Itex" will speak to us, will tell
Us what we may do and what Is
to us. Maybe he will call this
ruler a grand duke, or prince, or lie
may even bestow upon this royal personage the exalted title of king, always, of course, keeping a firm grip
on the reins.
.
We wonder who this our ruler
will to. Will it be one of the kaiser's
eons, or will It bo Hindenburg or some
Other of the brutalized generals
German common people
through death of starvation and battle to satisfy junker greed for power?
Or will it be one of those
Germans already in America, ami
who pleased the kaiser so well In yes"ver-botc-

teryears?
We don't know, but

we are filled
with curiosity.
We remember a few years ago, In
190$ to bo exact, Kaiser Hill said of
n
the then president of the
German-America-

Illi

MCATEN.

The I'nited States senate, which has
had so much to say about red tape and
the lack of leadership in the conduct
of the war, will, within the next few
days have the opportunity to make its
actual deeds square with Its valiant
words. It will have the chance to cast
into the dustbin, where It belongs, the
rotten senate rule of seniority, and
pick a man for leadership not because
of his years of service, but because of
his record and brains. The death of
Senator Stone of Missouri has created
a vacancy in the chairmanship of the
committee on foreign affairs. If mere1
priority counts, Oilher. M. Hitchcock
of Nebraska is as good as elected. But
if sturdy Americanism Is to be cousicl- -'
creil, if great ability is to ho considered, if constantly displayed friendship for our gallant .allies is to be.
considered, then some man like Williams of Mississippi, Or Lodge of Massachusetts, or Borah or Knox will be
chosen.
The chairmanship of the committee
on foreign affairs is going to be one;
of tremendous, importance to the peo-- l
pie of this country, once we win the
war. Numberless treaties will have to
be written and considered. Every one!
of them will have to go to this com
mittee before the senate has a chance

""

ntc--
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Huns Boycott

W1TH1SC1SSORS
AND PASTE

American-mad-

The American lcgatiujii at Christian-ia- ,
Norway, has come into possession
of a circular which has apparently
been distributed very widely throughout Germany calling for what is
a boycott upon certain classes of
A ni erica
prod u cts.
This circular is signed by the Association of German Amateur
Photographers' Societies and is dated lieiiin,
October, 1017. A photographic copy
of this circular has just reached this
It calls upon all loyal Gercountry.
mans to refrain from purchasing or
using American-mad- e
photographic
films, plates, papers or cameras, on
the ground that "whoever purchases
the products oi"' enemy industries
strengthens the economic power of
our enemies."
The circular further points out and
...
-,
. i
(
!,,.i ,.,.,,
l"
"""'
c"mv
that
the
!
A"can- ','
r.Mgusn iaoiiuk company subscribed
before tho war between Germany and
the l'nite( States, to "the round sum
of .10,0110,000 marks ($10,000,000) of
war loans or our enemies."
The boycott as suggested goes even
further than this and would strike out
j

Tin; i.iiti.i:

mothkk.

She brings me back to her each
year,
That quiet, little wistful one!
want to see her have her near,
And hear her callin' to me,
"Son."
It's somehow sweeter said by her,
As if the very country air,
With slimmer buds and scent of fir
Had mailc her voice and speeches
fair.
She brings me back from distant
lands,
I come:
No mutter where I am
God bless those happy, outstretched
hands,
And lips that ecstacv makes
dumb! '
"My Hoy! My Hoy!" I hear her say:
And, in the kindly, wrinkled face
God looks at me In holy way,
And peace broods in the homing.
place.

our

relations with tho world for
years to come, our very fate through
the centuries, will depend largely
upon the spirit in which the chairman of this committee works with
the presidents and meets the suggestions of those countries that have stood
shoulder to shoulder with us in the
bitter fight for civilization and liberty. His record abundantly demonstrates that Hitchcock Is not the man.
His attitude toward the administration
has been such that it would be almost
Impossible for him to work in close
harmony with the present president.
He not only fought the president on
such great domestic matters as reform of the tariff and finance and
construction of a government owned
merchant marine, but he has been aj
bitter and, in many respects, totally
unfair critic and opponent of the administration's conduct of the war
Moreover and this is of vital Importance, bearing In mind that our boys
are today fighting side by side with
the valiunt British and tho gallant
Trench it is necessary to remember
that in the crucial first months of the
war Hitchcock Introduced bills whose
main effect. If adopted, would have
been to deprive England and France
of American money, arms and munitions.
If the senate is really in deadly earnest about fighting this) war to a victorious finish, It cannot elevate to the
vacant chairmanship a man whose proposed Ulls and quoted words In 1914
and 115 so often gave unalloyed deIn this
light to every

Each year, since leaving her, i vo
mado
This pilgrimage of mother-love- ;
Each twelvemonth, us the season's
fade
His skies bend Jiappily above.
I seem to know that when I'm here,
Two presences are mine, in truth,
A Holy One I hold most dear,
And .;ho who taught of Him at
youth.
'

ly

.

j

Varieties of

"

e

Goods

word "kodak" because
tho spreading of the word "does
harm to the German industry in favor
of the American-English.- "
A translation of the circular in full
is as follows:
"It is the duty of every German to
of use the

uso only German products and to patronize
thereby German industry.
Therefore, use for photographic pur- flormnn
Tiitvpu iinlv llnrliiiin
dry plates and German papers. Who- over purchases the products of enemy
industries strengthens the economic
power of the enemies.
"Germans! Remember for all times
to come that with the aid of your
the American-Englis- h
Kodak
Co. subscribed before the war with the
United States, the round sum of 50,- Ooo.ooo marks of war loans of our cn
mies!
"There are no German
'kodaks.'
'Kodak' as a collective noun for photographic products is misleading and
indicates onlv the products of tho
Eastman Kodak Co. Whoever speaks
or a 'kodak' audi means thereby only
a photographic camera, does not hear
in mind with the spreading of this
word, he dors barm to the German
industry In favor of the American-English-

JOURNAL!

Anti-Germanis-

In
any others in Hie neighborhood.
such event the village storekeeper, the
farm hand, the local minister, and
others whose activities are benefited
by the sale of the hide would be so
much less prosperous.
Between the
farmer and the men who wear the
Is
shoes
a succession of dealers in
rw hides, truckmen, two pr three
railroad transportations, two separate
processes of preliminary tanning and
AVKTRIA Is'WAIt WEAltY.
manufacture, n jobber of leather, a
(Charlton Pates Strayer.)
merchant of "findings" and odd
1
have long maintained that Aus'
materials, a maker of shoe
tria was the weak link in the Teutonmachinery anil tools, the shoe factory,
ic chain and that the break would nt least one wholesaler, and a retailer.
come there first. I still believe so. There are ae least 8
maybe
The working neonle are Planning to 10, and from the $2 hide to shoes and
y
demonstration lit leather novelties worth $25 one can
make a
easily count $H0.T5 in successive sales.
favor of an eight-hou- r
day and
tho successive deposit and collecgeneral peace. Representatives of If
tion of the cheeks involved is also
Ausof
the oppressed nationalities
and it is it expands to
tria hay just met at Home to pro- "business"
$272.21.
This isn't all the gainful hutest against a continuance of the Aus- man
activity set in motion by the
trian yoke. I do not think the pres- "turnover"
one hide. Every
of the
ent battle on the western front Is go- concent that handled
ithad a place

vuluetl at $225,000,000. Besides still
being the standard circus delicacy, tin
peanut Is now turned into vast .quantities of oil, butter and flour.
A cross country aerial record war
made recently when a Hritish bombinn
Plane was driven from England to a
base in the Mediterranean, a distance
of about 2.000 miles, in thirty-ou- t
hours of actual flight. Six men werj

I'Rl'.KDOM OF LABOR AM)
CAPITAL.

A,.lta
1 he plan to make strikes or boycotts
unlawful during the period of the war
should not be represented as labor's
or capital's victory. Concessions were
in what may
made by
be calledi a victory for the freedom of
r

both.-resultin-

It does not yet appear why or by
whom Francis Heney was suddenly
pulled off from the federal trade comof the meat
mission Investigation
packers, but from the part of Heney p
report now In the hands of the food!
survey commission, it appears that
there is in process of evolution one gigantic food monopoly which propose
to fix prices for both producer and
consumer.
The country will stand for hut one
wort of food monopoly, in these times,
and that's monopoly by I'ncle Sam.
Director Hoover declares that war
cessitles require either more definite
and systematic direction of the large
packing concerns or actual operation
of them, by the government.
I'ncle Sam has taken over prices to
xpaid producers, In several Instances,
as well as elevators and mills. He has
even taken over the biggest Item In
tho high cost of living transportation.
Why should he hesitate in the case of
tho packers? Is meat more sacred

text-boo-

shoe-makin- g

turn-over-

s,

May-Da-

ing to end the war. Even should
Germany break through it would not
have that effect.
Nor do I think
will he ready to quit when
break
she fails to
through. It Is
another story when it comes to Austria. Weary of fighting and rent by
internal dissension. Austria will not
follow indefinitely the war lords of
Germany.

text-boo-

nl

carried.

The safest way to guard against
snontaneous combustion in large piles
of coal, according to the llritish Fitf
Prevention committee, is to insert
in the fuel heapa, at .the tints
they are built, iron, or earthenware
pipes, about four inches in diameter. A
ventilator should
bo
provided fot
every 300 square feet, and the ends
should be at various depths.
A enke, four feet in diameter, on
foot high and weighing 360 'pounds
wis sent recently from New York tc
Paris to be served at a Y. M. C A
dinner for 2,400 soldiers. ..
According to James W. Gerard, former Chlted States ambassador to Ger
many, the Prussian national air, "Heil
dir im Sieger Krnnz" (Hull, thou, in
commeror"s wreath"), Is sung te
the sameVir as our own familiar "Ms
Country, 'tis of Thee" and the British
"God Suva the King." The- music was
originally written for a French mon
arch. Louis XIV.
China, first 'in many things, had

tho handling of the hide is a part of the reason for paying rents, wages, stationery
bijls, postage, telegraph and 'phones,
electric light or gas, lawyers' fees, taxes. From profits, wages, and payment
set in circulation the benefit of the
business extends to every kind of
trade. There are few lines of modern production that do not .involve a
ling train of turnover,- And women soldiers
manufacture and combination.
TIIK VA1.VK OF A 1IIIK
long before they were
every turnover sets in motion its wid-known In Russia.
During the Tae
(George Ed. Smith.')
benefit.
of
universal
A farmer raises a steer whose hide ening rings
Ping rebellion. 1S50, women, as well
as
In
men, served
the ranks. In Nansells for J2; that hide is going to end
FACTS WORTH KXOWIXG.
king. 18!3, an army of 500,000 womby being niade Into shoes, belts and
The lowly peanut has developed In- en was recruited. They were divided
trinkets. If nobody wanted the final
of J 3,000 each and
iim.liietn nf pnuron the hide would not to nn indiiRlrv of sntrtn Importance. into brigades
worth.
neither ltM bids uor The 1017 crop i the United. States i were commanded by women officers.

jb

j

.

(San Francisco News Letter.)
school children took courage to do,
Pittsburgh has gone everybody else does not seem enough to this more
one better in its elimination of alien western city, which calls for an in-

quiry to find who is to blame.
"These things abound
in these'
books. How did they get there? Who
put them there and for what purpose?
The investigation ought to go back
tio the .publishers
and editors and
discover what inducements were offered or under what circumstances
matter of this kind was Introduced. It
Is so in keeping with schemes of German propaganda worked out in other
places and in other ways us to justify
the conclusion that it was all a part
of tho Kcneral plan 'to Germanize
America.
"Si hool hoards may kick out of the
fchnol rooms pernicious matter of
this character, but It would seem as
if the prevalence of this stuff in the
of the schools were o,fsuf-ficiesignificance to justify a searching inquiry by the government among
the editors und publishers of these
text books as to the clrcumstancos
under which this offensive matter
came to be introduced and the reasons
'
und inducements for It."

rt

-

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

m

enemy music. It slams the door on
Ueethoven. Meantime, a more serious
question is proposed in Minneapolis in
asking how it happened that the Gorman
in our public schools,
written for the purpose of teaching
the German language should be so
largely filled up with offensive German propaganda.
This cannot have
been mere accident, asserts tho Miiv
neapolis Tribune, for "there is such
an abundance of classical German lit
traturo to draw from that it was not
necessary to eoncpet tales glorifying
Alio Kaiser and Introducing the offen
sive superiority over all other nations
Which the Germans have been so much
1n the habit of displaying
in recent
Neither was it necessary to
years.
falsify history, nor to lug in slighting and insulting references to the
people of other nations. That offensive pages should be torn from the
text books, such as some Chicago

man-hea-

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

."

'IT

The valley lies serene and white,
lleneath its spulcher of snow,
Dead flowers, burled there, tonight-Ye- t
Life still pulses It, 1 know.
The wide, pale panorama brings
JIc back the boyhood days that
were;
in me blithely sings-Onc- e
The
more I'm here with her
wtih her!
V. Livingston Larned, in The People's Home Journal.

both.
The report submitted by the War
Ijibor Conference appointed by Secretary of Labor Wilson, outlines a program for the prevention of .industrial
troubles during the war, and contains
provisions that should insure industrial peace when the war is over. Each
side agrees to lay aside its most powerful weapon the strike and tho lock,
out for the period of hostilities. Employers are not to discharge workers
because of union membership, and
country.
workers are not to use coercive measures to induce persons to Join their
An expert is a man that everybody unions or
compel employrs to bargain
with them. All these provisions might
quotes and nobody believes.
well become a permanent part of the
new industrial order.
A.N'D
THK P.VCKKKS.
I'XCI.i;

.

TO WORNINO

Holhfook. Ariz., April 2S. The oil
boom continues to grow. Expert geologists from all parts of the I'nited
States have visited the district around
Holbrook and all have been impressed
with the very favorable Indications oil
in quantity is to be found in this
ompanies have been
vicinity. Svera
formed for the purpose of boring and
it is expected there will be considerable activity in that lino in the near future. The surface indications are so
reassuring for the finding of oil at a
shallow depth that many think tho
risk of prospecting will be very light;

;

to ai t.

alliance:
"If man ever was worthy of decoration at my hands, it was Herr Dr.
Ilexamer, the president of the league,
who may justly he termed to be, by
my grace, the acting ruler of all Germans In the I'nited States."
So you nee, even before this war
was"" thought of by any outside tho
Junker bund, the kaiser was making
rulers for millions of people living In
the I'nited Syites.
"By 'my grace!" Get that?
It may be that Herr Hexamer would
refuse the kingly American crown If
Kaiser Hill tried to thrust It upon the
Moxamer bead, but tea years S ne than bread!

MOfNtNO JOURNAL!

SPECIAL CORRC9PONDINCK
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The kaiser wants $4,000,000,000 of
peaceful Russia ami $2,000,000,000 of
peaceful Rumania. What ho would
demand of America we haven't ciphers
enough to tell.
HITCHCOCK SII()IM

TO

H0LBR00K. ARIZ.

April 2. Again
j
of the New Mexico Military
Institute have made good when put
Ito the severe tests imposed by the
war department in selecting its new
army officers.
The institute has not been able to
secure a complete official list of its
boys who successfully completed tho GETS TIRED CAMP LIFE
third officers training camp at Leon
AND RETURNS HOME
Springs, Tex., but the following men
are known to have been recommended for commissions
and to have
SPECIAL CORRCSPONOSNCS 'O MORNINO JOURNAL)
been ordered to the stations opposite
East Las Vegas, N, M April 28.
to
their names
await assignment to Noberto Griego, who left here for
permanent organizations:
Camp. Kearny with the first draft,
L. K. Alldredge, 14th I'. S. cavalry,
was arrested here Thursday by SherFort Sam Houston, Tex.; V. 11. Drew, iff Lorenzo Delgado. following instrucCamp Logan, Houston. Tex.; Jack tions from the commander at tho
Duson, Camp Logan, Houston, Tex.; camp.
John B. Connolly, Camp Cody, Dem-inAccording to the story told by GrieN. M.; It. C. Gl.se, Camp Logan, go, he merely decided to take a trip
Houston, Tex.; II. H. Fleishman, lflth homo and left. This is the first case
t'. S. infantry, "I''ort Sam Houstotb. of desertion among the boivs who
Tex.: G. G. Kdgerton, Camp Cody, have entered military service from this
Doming, N. M.; John L. Hill, Cam)) county.
t
Logan, Houston. Tex.; Key Jones.
K.
N.
Aud
M.;
Camp Cody, Demiug,
NEW MEXICO CLUB" IS
Luak, Camp Logan, Houston, Tex.;
Sam J. Lusk. Camp Logan, Houston,
FORMED OVER IN FRANCE
Tex.; D. (.. Murphy. I'.lth I'. S. Infantry, Fort Sam Houston, Tex.; I'liul .RPSCIAL CORRtSPONDIINt-- TO WOiMINB lOIIRNL
C. I'eterson, Camp Cody, Deming. N.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 2S. A
M.; David Thompson,
Camp Cody,
was received recently from S.
Deming, X. M. L. K. Teutsch, 14th letter
who is with the 502ml
I.'. S. oavalrv.
Port cam Houston, Omar Barker,
engineers In France, stating that a
Tex.; W. E. Talbot, 19th V. S. in- "New
Mexico Club" had been formed
fantry, Fort Sam Houston, Tex.; Elza at the camp.
White, Jr., Camp Cody, Deming, N.
Among the many mentioned are
M. ; P. A. Xorcop, Camp Cody, DemLeslie J.
former physical direcing, N. M.; It. L. Dunlap, possibly tor of theDean,
Y. M. C. A. here and In Alin France.
buquerque: Dick Rudolph, formcnh'
School Officers Pleased.
with Gross, Kelly & Co., and FranR
in auctiuon to tins list irom wonlEtlj
of the locu, Sant:1 K(, of
are
in
notices
Springs,
daily (;.,,.
coming
comare
that
being
stating
missioned at various camps and in
Small I'fre In Capitol.
various
branches throughout the
Sant Ke, April 2S. A cigaret butt
United States.
fire in a waste basket in one of
started
Naturally Col. .1. W. Willson, sup- the offices at the capitol yesterday.
erintendent of the N. M. M. I. and Tlie blazp was extinguished with P
the other members of the faculty, are bucket of water.
delighted over the splendid showing
that is being made by former stud-ems of the school in all branches
of the service. There are now some
200 stars in the N. M. M. I. flag.
Most of the stars mean that a man The most economical, cleansing and
from the school is serving Uncle
germicidal of all antiseptics is
Sam as an officer, either in the army,
navy or marine corps. It is a fact
'Jla'', wnen a man from the NewMexico Institute goes into training
for a commission, that it is practically a foregone conclusion that he will
be among the first of those named A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
fur shoulder straps.
be dissolved in water as needed.
Alumni biu'ii Conuuisions.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
When America first entered the
war, many N. M. M. I. alumni were In treating catarrh, inflammation or
in
the various ulceration of nose, throat, and that
given commissions
blanches of the service, simply on
feminine ills It has no equal.
the ground that they held a diploma raused by
For ten years the Lydla E. Pinkham
from a school that had been repeatedly declared by Uncle Sam to be Medlolno Co.has recomnnndod Paxtina
one of six or seven distinguished milt; their private correspondence with,
itary academies in the United States. woiner., which proves, Us superiority.
The most important point in conWomen who have been cured say
nection with the fact that N. M. M. It is "worth It3
weight In ?old." At
I. men arc qualifying
an officers in
such large number is that all the druggists. EOc. large box, or by mail,
The Paxcoa Tcllet Cc, Boston, JIasa.
men who are receiving commissions,
M

I
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MONDAY
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X.

Koswell,

It ought to

THE JORNAT, takes and prints
sixty hours and thirty minutes of ex
clusively Associated Press leased wire
service each week. No other news- paper published In New Mexico take
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of As- soclated Press service during a week,

COHRCBP'C

NEAR

of business and employees;

TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement Tho Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an srrangemsnt with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers in
France and on the way to France.
Th packages (50c worth of tobacco) ars put up In attractive
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and addresB so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
piecca.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
FROM IRVIX COBB'S "PATHS OP GLOItX"
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
houso to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the baltlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
l" 'You get it, I see,' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes' from three miles off, but you can get it five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved, his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
,.
can stand that."
.,.
i

No Matter How Small

.

the Amount Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon and make it generous!
"
T
Bring it, or mall it, to The Journal Office. -

THE JOURNAL,
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TODAYS

OF

Will

mately Win War Finds
flection in Purchase of
curities on Wall Street,

modern, large
and
4th.

HMVIES TMEif

ward.

brick, stuccoed, modern, glassed sleeping porch, hardwood floors; 3rd. ward.
$1,350
frame, modern, sleeping porch, garage, kitchen range;
Highlands, near car line.
stucco bungalow,
$3,000
modern, garage, Highlands, close
in.
$4,400.
brick, modern, hot
water heat,
lot
4th,
75x142,
Ward.
$2,500
pebble (lashed bungalow; N. 12th St.
$1,C00
frame, bath, electrlo
lights, barn, S. Broadway, close-in- .
!3,n00

Ulti- -.
Re- Se-

house with
lot, good outsleeping porch,
buildings, located on Hast Central
avenue, for only $2.H0. It's a good
buy. Let us show it to you.

fort-mos- t

ul

LOANS.

Bui!

KAlilB- -

LIBRRTk

A

"

bungalow,

sleerlng porch, plenty of
Inquire 745 West TIJeras
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of prices is soon
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NOTICE FOB rrBMCATION,
Department' of the Interior, TT. 8. Land
Office at Santa Fe, March 27, 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Nestor Mon-toyof .Ti mes, New Mexico, who, on April
homestead No. Kx.193, for
:'4, 1913, made
southwest quarter, section 21, township 16 N.,
.
M. P. meridian, has filed
range 3 W.,
notica of Intention to make three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above described, before Linus L. Shields, U. 8. commissioner, at Jemes Springs, N. M., on the
J2nd day of May. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Dlonicio
Gonzales, of Casa Salarir. N. M : Petronlllo
Montoya, of Cabezon, N. M. ; Antonio' Jose
Montano, of Caaa Salaiar, N. M.; Clements
Casaus. of Cabezon. N. M.
FRANCISCO DELOAPA
Register.

FOR RENT
BUY

A

0000

house with graded
was 44 in favor and By
against the bond issue.

for general

help.

211

J'

Miscellaneous.

K.

D.

MADD1SON.

Deputy.

columns, of . The Journal. Results are quick and certain-

Cue Im mi

OUR

Dwellings.

" Cl B E KTY

BOND
AND
OUIt BOYS.

i

(Jcncral.
and
FOR ItTN"j" Modern houses
Some furnished. W. II. .McMllllon.

Oti

West

Cold.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR SAV.E Rooming house a. looms mod- ern; close In. .Phone DM.
FOR SALE El ght room boarding and rooming house. Close in. Apply 612 North Second. Phono 1S9S-FORT SALE Room log house, good business.
good location, on account of other business trust sell. Phone 1149.
store.
FOR RENT (leneral mercliatidi.se
stock about I.'.k'j: rood locution; good
713.
Phone
for
party.
right
proposition
our money work for you
WANTED Let
and your country. High rate of Interest Is
on
every Liberty Bond and th beat
paid
security.
WANTED Viood ..lipurtunity for some competent person lo go into restaurant business. Fmall caplial needed, Inquire at )i!4
South High.
Foil SALE or TRADE flood business Income property located In the best business
seat towns in
part of one of best county
southern Oklahoma. On account of my
kind
of
health want sonic
business, land or
M.
L. Jordan,
property in New Mexico.
Carlrbad, f. M

FCSALE

Ajijjrnbiles.

car. 614 South
FOR KALE-Fu- rd
touring
Amo, .
FUR SALE Fold runauuuL Ueman-Aye- r
'
Co.
Supply
-

..........

Foil s7LE

Good

lCl'i

Plune irT-condlllon.
HALEtaiil model" For'd,c Ilea p ST T7
'Grimes, care Royal Phnrmucy, y
FOrs"aT7E Cheap. Faxop roadster in good
conditiun. Rio Grande Industrial. School.
FOli SALE7 "cheap Ford tiucknew; call
at North Flfih and McKlnley, Charles
Pnssmore, phone l(i:'.G.
Fo S A LE lH"p'o7d"Toiirl n g"ciir, over" si z
tires; shock absorbers; engine In A- -l condition. 702 South Illth.
FOll SALE OR TltADEMoilel 41, Oldsmo-bli- e
car. completely overhauled, good condition; or trade on small home. Phono 2244.
FOR SALE Dodite touring oar,' 1917. model.
perfect shape, new tires; would tuk Ford
In exchange. Address Owner, care Journal.
FOR

rhom

end; f,,riner price
Pile,, H..",iKI.

'

(U

A Uood Line of
RANGES, lil'tJS, SHADES.
LINOLEUMS, FUnNITntE, ETC.
New and Second Hand
We want to buy what you have
to sell

On Monthly

AVI11

U. ( AHTWKJt.HT

t'OKKK.
Practice l.lmltea to CWIoren.
Rooms 1 and 2. Wright BI4.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours 1 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Residence Phone 2076.
Office Phon
Office

co.

KX.

OIIOIT.

UK. 1IM K

Osteopathia Physician.
Suite 6, Woolworth Building.
Orrice Phone 1S40.
Rasldno Phon Is.

Hours

10

to 6.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited lo

Payments

CKXITO-tniNAIl-

DISEASES AND

DISEASES

7
ROOM
HOUSE
Fine Location South Arno
Near Central.
Room Rent

Mmltrii

Intlta

sCst.HCON

IIK. SARAH

lFr Safe Cferip

Or THE

SKI.V

DIIOXE 880.
Citizens Rank Rldg.
Albuquerque.

Ray for It.
'

ALBUQUERQUE
INVESTMENT CO.
115 South Second St.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

South High,
prlvnte family.
Fuft RENT Nice room and sleeping pVircC
with bonrd
8uth Arno; phune 151S--

VHUAUKT

atTT

'

K

1151

I'lione

starIISFinxirrni;
West Gold

UN.,

'

Women and ChU.
DUeusea
Central phone a;i, Albuquerque. N. M
KM. TUt.I,
RAKSd
PncUca Limit
m Ere, Bar, Dim aa4
THROAT
Offlca Hours:
10 to Hi I to I
Htata National Bank Bul!aln(

P. KELEilSK

Xm Central

Pbom fit

Wall

ilrt-n'-

BOYS.

BOYS.

M

l)H.

I'ructle

iut

Raatlat
i t M.llnl

Wnotna
PHVHU

mks. k. m. MiiNni:i.L
Masseuse
Chiropody, manicuring, ill kind of
bath,
electric treatment,
shampooing and coalp
treatment at your home.
Phone titi--

Miscellaneous.

FOR

Poultry and Eggs

lx

,,,.

t,v0 with

flv

and eight

yearling

Hereford Dulls.
All In good
New Mexico raised. Out of high-grad- e
cons Hint registered slrea-sev- en
of

condition.
al.o'--

Address Emlllo Valdei.
registered.
tfprlnrer, N. M.
TUB RIO GRANDE DUROC HOQ CO, ot
Albumierou, N. M., can supply at all
ilm s bred sows, bred
gilt. in,raj boar and
young stuff at moderate prloe. We has
the best In th U. 8. A.. 400 pounder In
seven months. Oet tk kind that
Pre
Information on how to raise hog cay.
for
Office lm South Third. Phon. I2M. profit.
WE have for sale noiv GC head of highly bred
Registered Hereford bulls, age running
from 12 to 20 months, all are well grown
and
teady for service. Priced from 1175 to 1225
acordlng to the age, size and Individual.
Will sell one or all to one Inner.
This I
an opportunity to get herd bulla that you
cannot afford to miss. fievenly-Sove- n
Ranch.

Watrou.

N. Mex.

Ranches.

FJORJSALE
FOR SALE

Oil

house.

REN

TmTl I'rTaclTwHi

mite north of Old Town
Zlckert. gardner.
FOR 8 A LE-- A "bargain T 21 ore
ranch; 10
acres In
old choice fruit treee:
barn; electrlo pumping plant: excellent good
soil)
5 miles
south of Albuquerque. Owner leastnr Hox
Cltv. Phone 24na.FI.
-,
FOR SALE-fi- lo
iies7"Al
f
frcu'irl"fnlfa ranch In din
must n, sole
ot one,.; a bargain; three acres f chrlc
bearing fruit trees: rest it, alfalfa- two.
room house with sleeping porches- ph'-htof
out buildings: this v.,,-- , ,.r
r,1(Wt
pay for the place. Phon9 D20 or wj,
call at 111
1

FM.

Inquire of

FORRENTApartrnent.

K)a
......
'...
f

WVm .Trmi.,
and fcertlnif 1im.,
FOR SALIC Navaju K, u n. 4. iwm, esas
T17 Bui
chick, nuf said. L S. Thorn

SAI.E-S-

lilgs each. E. W. Fee.
FOR SA I.E-P- -ort

'irfiw"iv5

OUR

Dental flarteaa
Woonn
Barn.tt Butldlnf
Appointmenta Uad
ii. r. t ort

on

WANTED Albuquerque lsxa good plac to
Soutll.
live In but not If the kaiser wins the war.
FoU RENT Two rooms furnished for house"" Loan to our government for Liberty Bonds
or you will have to donate to (Jermany.
keeping; no sick. 417 West Silver.
bulbs. 1ul7 South Walter.
FOR RENT Large, crean furnished rooms. FOR SAI.E-Kul- illa
'
Call evenings. 4iio South Seventh.
D. Chaves, 110.
FOR SA1.E-Pit'b- u:l
dog.
West firanlte.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, close In;
m'!
703
no sick.
West Silver.
FOK8ALE-Pluii- .7
call before-10ir1023 South Edith.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms, 411 Wast Sliver: no sick, no children.
FOR SA
table with
dilitng
six-foFOR I:ENT-- T
extension, four chairs to mutch. 6tiG
furnlnhed rooms
Soutll Waller.
for houseke, ping. .21 West Silver.
FOR KENT Nlcel
Iiirnislied front room FOR HALE Two btisfiles. oi,o wagon, 2 eels
M Soiuh Third.
single harness, horse. Inquire O. A. Cole,
private enlrani-ej or
phone 2'u.1-Fr'urt RENT Furrltmea
big euougn
for two: five windows; smaller room;
woe ini'.iLi'ii.a ir, p, ci.
iii,tj etiKiue,
never used. Apply W, O.
Gasoline
housekeeping. 904 South Third.
Sargent, Santa Fe. N. M.
FOR RENT- - Two rooms furnished for
with sleeping porch and FOR SALE-S- U
young latng hens; Has wakitchenette,
ter heater: round extension table; all
private bath. Phone 2214, 6ti
.
1000.
West Tron.
cheap. GC2 West New York, Phono
uslb
Paasche-nlr-hrFOR RENT Th
on
with Fon SALH-On- e"
apartment
hath and sleeping porch, nicely furnished
pressure guage. hope and copy nf lloo.ao
for housekeeping, modern and desirable lo- worth nf patterns, 1 26.WI. Wm. R, Marsh,
cation. !6 West Coal.
care Woolworths.
nd
FOR SALE Thrce""sels harness, double-aHighlands.
single: 1 runabout for sale or trade; 1
set veterinary tools cheap; t span of ponies;
FOR RENT-Fuinisroom. Jul South Wal1
saddle. Imtllre h'20 North Second.
ter.
e
Fon sa'i.k-two"TFOR RENT Furnished .looms,
218 South
each. One 9x12 llrusael rug JI5.HU. One Reeil
Waller. Phone 202.
l.'.iio.
rocker
A'lctrola
conipleto wltli records,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 42(1 Kust'Cui-trn- l. cost
$xs9, wli Dell for les than half. 1419
12fln month. Phone 190-.T- .
West Central.
FOR RENT -- Room furnished for housekeup;
ROOF PAINT
0c per nation.
Hoofs
under our car will
Jpg; sleepingTwbporrh. 410 South Edith.
OR RENT
fufniihrd rooms and sleep-In- Improve from year to year. We can put on
porch, gentlemen perfererd. 224 South a new roof that will last as long ss the
.
Walter. Phone lf.72.
building. The Mnniano Co. Phone
FOR RENT 2 model n housekeeping rooms .10 South Walnut.
upstairs la private home; no sick.. Very ERIE carbon roof pa,r,t and root cement
reasonable. Phone 11.'.4 ?fS North Arno.
stops leaks: last five years. Us Devo
ready paint, floor paint, Valapar, Jap-a-lakalsomine. and be satisfied.
cold
For Rent Rooms With Board. Thn. F.water
Keleher.
Wet Central, Phone
410.
BUY A LinERTY ; BOND-AM- )
BACK

K. KRAFT

tj

i!

BOND

Foil RENT Fr.mt room with porch, board,
Ggn
.

rNTI(T

lU. i.

loe till Mt Ro.nl Is hard to Bet.
hut II., luve al.olil six acres at fli If per
acre
'
I. and

Attornfiya at Taw
Llhrnry RiHliBt

Suit.

blocks from
post office n ml business section.
Value $;uiii.uii. (j nick Sale $ii00.00.
corner;

111

1171

BODBY""

HtitllCV

west

.".'.le

Altocmc)
1.
cromw.il

11 tT and

FOll

apparttrwr.

.

"" nam. loeny
,ur uncie
I

,

...n,w
P.ENT-Thr-

eo

"

or

lour-roo-

from
nona

I

pnrun.nur

shl
FooTwlth "ieeplng Haseldln.
FOR IlENT-Tli- ree
ana four-ioifurnished
I.ireh, hot and cold water, first-clas- s
table FOR SALE lirown leghorn and K. 1. selling
aiiartmenn, modern, no sick. 2W block
board. Ca.--- de Oro. fits West Oold. South
Sixth. Inquire Savov Hot.i
exits prise strain, lido for 13, Robinson, Old
SHADY NOOK ranch ofTer
xolluiii room Town, Phon
A r the Washington,
iwa West Central, be.iT
and board. Just th
to get string. FOR SALE S. O. Willie
fiirntehed apartment with
oo, andtlfulbath.
ormini
For rates phone 2!ip-4- , ple
fre trunsportatlon
kitchenette
111, Phon
Box
chick
and
eggs.
hatching
in
a few day,
Ready
n
Accommodation now available. Mr. H. B.
kin. proprietor.
!79. tlentrv' Poultry Ranch.
rrrnma.
r
"
FOR, B A L E V .'"o r p i n g t o n . C. VV yanuJtFe7
WANTED
Position.
MRS W. H. KKED. owing to til sal ot th
Ancona, H. I. Red and Pekin duck eggs;
Lockhart ranch, ha opened a new resort
DRESSMAKING.
WANTED Why do th bank buy o many for healthseeker
at Kt East Coal avenue, also Guinea hn L. A. Rrlnndson. Ph. 1909-i e.n I'HiA
I
f
U
both patrp where she I fully prepared to car for them Foil SALE Eg'ns" for "Vatchitig." "Thornugh"
la di ha m, r.rTirrrr?t?.
Liberty Bonds
Decays
located at 614 South Arno. rilal to I..,. 'I
otic and profitable.
a In the past. Phone 1MI-bred tl. C. R. I. Reds' and It. P. Rocks.
call.
Fancy sewing. Mad
u.n .
Red Poultry Yds.. 413 W. Atlantic, I'll I4.IW
WANTED Experienced, motion picture maAhhrtl
l,u.
chine operator wants position.
objection
SALE
I
FOR
and
Whit
Leg
"Layer
FOR REN
yr"
Store.
to leaving town. M. P., Journal,
horn baby choks, til for 100, 9 60 for 60. It
TIME CARDS.
with living for 3S. Tott'a Poultry Ranch, P, O. bog 107,
IOflITIO,V WANTED By." younir man as FOR RENT Store or offlc
apurtmenrs. Good clean location between city: phone 1777
bfokkeper full H.or part ilme; city rofer-encv1279-,1.
car Journnl.
or FOR SALE-FffS- h
Elk and Commerce club. Phon
Addreaa
white unfertile eggs, the
6DS.
kind to keep, 4jo retail delivered; 4t,c, bulk
delivered. Scott Smith, 607 West Mountain
:'r.
road.
JMjONEY TO LOAN.
; WANTED Boarders.
MONEY TO LOAN OH real estate secuiuy.
C. R. 1. Red
In New
FOR SALE Best
SW7
ror
tent
HOARD
cottage
ajid
West Oold; Cllv
gentlemen
(... pbons 77. health seeker six mile north ot Santa Mexico; eggs for hatching; trong In blood ATCHISON, TOPF.K A RAKTA
FB KAI1
of
no, ...
"Albuquerque King:" flrt prlM cock at
Fe. N M Address boxful. Ssnts F. N. M.
New York; also two cocks.
Palace
Show,"
Westbound,
WANTED
'
Carpenter Work.
P VIsv. rm North High
i
Cla,',
ArrlM. Depart.
1. The Scout
7:10 pm.
Miscellaneous.
FOR RENT
3, California Limited
lt.AAm ii :lpm,
m.m
7.
HORSES and Rig to Jemes Springs; cheap
9:42 am. loilSam.
Fargo Fast
9. Th
rates. 8. Garcia,. 1202 North Arno.
tl:SU pm. 12:30 am.
Navajo
fmnt. I'h..n- - IMH-- J
rvntral
Southbound.
FOR- RENT Oenlla driving horse and bugT
,
FOR RENT Dwellings.
-1
'
gy. tl 10 for 3 hours. Phone 1WI-Two hnutti and "ona crt
fUHHAt.iS
iiiuepm.
815- El Paso
I find.
WiOSam.
HielilniHiH. . .
Express
n
Old
Mrs.
of
Clrttvea,
Town,
Apity
FOR RENT First class pasture. I'.oo per
Desirabl JVrn'iinj' "modern
Eastbouad.
FOR RENT
mf lln
ft
Dolde's Ranch, four mile south hlnrlt nnrth from
month.
10. The Scout
S139-furnished cottage. Phon7
1:01am.
of town. Phon HUH.
...
t 1k.vU....I.
...
. m.tm pm. -x:supna.
TYPEWRITERS.
"...j.iLimited ....1:40pm.
FOR RENT 'lend rooming house near Cen4. Csllfomla
27
4k
7:(pm,
rooms.
Tbnxton
Co.,
tral and First..
7:15 pm.
TYPEWRITERS All make, overhauled and t. Santa F Eight
t:H)po.
r.vrnee Third sod Hold.
From South.
repaired. Ribbon for every machiu. AlWANTED Furntsheii room S(,x Jvouaekeep-Ing- .
Juurn-- 1
buquerque Typewriter Exchange.. Phon 9lf 110. Ran
City and Chicago, 7:00 am.
Cktse In. Addre
t;
'
122. South Fourth.
Ut, Ktatu CHj( tu4 Chluaso, !.
Juurnul Want Ada bring results.
ia.
e.

FORTtENT-De"slV-

rf.

j

t.lt

Et

......

.......... 7:m.

....

it

THOMAS

LIBERTY
AND

Room

tliMirr
shoit tlma

ioi

FORSjHouses

Clerk.
,

Room..

t,

a

Illi waul, beam irul shade
t VM'.'41't i us.
some
allle
l,'ulik Sale Price jfT.Vi.
'"iii.-r-

JL

iTeNT Seven-rooturnihed Imima-loPoll RENT Modern furnished rooms; no
in Fourth ward. Bath, electric llght,
sick; running water. r.::tK West Centrtil.
hardwood floors, trees. I'lme IUL'2.
I.
lariie luiniMht'd rooms for
FtTII rrENTOr-year,' FOR
llii North Fourth.
Phone
porch,
duelling, with nlrelhK
lSr.s-Fourth Waril; W.'XI per nionlli. J. D. Kelellu.
Went
Central. Phone
her.
1'lUt RENT FuruiHued
in. aloiiern. liclt-1- 1
alile for two ladles;
N'ol th
'It. r.
Soutll.
Third.
UE.VrT-'our-rooi2
ncreen
house.
Foil
UltAND Cli.VJ KAL. HOTKb Mooiill by day.
J South Elxlitli atreet. Inquire
porelira.
week or month; steam heat and bath; reaat flT South EiKhth.
sonable rates.
ooni house.
Fortr;KNT )no"furnllieu
IMPERIAL Uui)MS-NIce- l7
turulsnaa Vo'itilsT
South Sevemh. Apply uf :'H Went Hold.
Rates. Over
by day. week or month.
YVoolworth's
store.
Higlilsiuls.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
fleas-- '
house furnished with
FOR RENT Two-roount
close In. no sick, no children.
sleeping porches; tn Per month. ?2t East Phone 1944-50.1 West Fruit.
Santa Fe.
'
frame house, FOR RENT Furnished rooms, housekeeping
FOR RENT Modern five-rooapartments, nev, modern house; no sick;
sleeping porches. gal'HXe or stable. Apply . also
house, furnished. 815 N. Seventh.
."I'll East .Marquette,
Phone 743.
'
FUUilENT T( dcsIrTde tenant f"l' ium- -i FOR KENT Nicely furnished outside rooms
mer new modern bungalow completely j by the week or month; nlso furiiixhul room
sore, lie
im
furnished.
purlies, for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner
First and Tl.leraB.
East Silver.
garage. Phone

WANTED-Ci-

WANTED

BU ? A

Xoith.

Female.
Wo n i a n
South HlKh.

l'lioiu-- 907.

WANTED stund up and be cuunted aa luu
per cent American cltixena by buying Liberty Bond..
VOH RENT Two rooms turnlfllied or unfurnished,. In town. Inquire I.'IW North Second.
KOK RENT Rooms day 01
weea; nath,
ateam In st; no licit; over Golden Hula .tore

FOU

WANT E LwOur"m lk?r" I hon- J).
cT"
ANTifli "SlTiiT "cutier-utthllighlmid
Meat Market.
U' A NTK I First elusa Ford repair man. Apply CJillekel Auto Co.
WANTED liny for litht delivery, i.'ull at
All)iiqueriue Greenhouwes, Seventeenth and
West Central.
R'ANTED
auto mechanic!
. Fli t clan
Qulekel Auto Co.
WANTED Hoy over U, yearn old lo work
In nhoe fthlnliiff p:irlor. I'll Wet Oentrul.
WANTED Woman cook, ffio; carpenters and
laborers. Employment Ageney, 110 South
Third. Phone
WANTED Laborers anil teamsters at ad- e uoia
vancea tvas-csanta
copper
Mining Co., San Pedro, N. M.
WA NTE

HOli: lil'V

Mol'LrGllAX

BACK

BOND

Male.
b..y. Alvanuli Hotel.
e-

"tl

tt.rs:
A

Six-roo-

,

BACK

r!c.

fcnly 3

modern
n

FOR RENT

y

AND

WAXTEIi-llt- -ll

GOLD.

North.

BACK OUR BOT9.

BISHOP F. C. HOWDEN
CONSECRATES CHURCHES

&

CO.

210 Wcxt Gold.

shade.

WANTED Hag rug weaving. Plume 12K0.
WANTED Tu buy a lent house or small
sl.ack which can be easily moved. P. O.
Box 123, city.
Liabilities:
WANTED 40. UjU sucks, by lha Southwestern
Cnpitnl paid in, $74,903,000.
Junk Co.. at once. Will Day 2 to 7 cents
Surplus, $1,134,000.
each. Phone 619.
Government deposits, $130,068,000.
W'ANTED
To rent three or four-roofurnDue to. .members, reserve account,
ished house with yard and buildings suita$l,487,41'0u0.
ble for chickens.. K.. care Journal.
"
Collection .items, $235,174,000.
HRJ HBHT OAS R PIUCB FAlb"OHJ Ufi
Other deposits including foreign
BY THS SOITTtJ WESTERN kDNK CO.,
114 WRIST LEAD.
P1IONB CU. WB ALSO
government credits, $81,890,000.
BUT OLD AUTOS. ,
Total gross deposits, $1,945,148,000.
WANTED-Mecond-lia- sd
men's and boys7
Federal reserve notes in actual circlothe, ahoea and underwear. Also trunk
culation, $1,526,232,000.
619.
Call
anil
cases.
suit
Chicago SecondFederal reserve bank notes in cirhand store, 317 South First
culation, net. $7,895,000.
ST.
iAUltt JUNK CXI., 4U. Souift rlrm
All other liabilities, $11,407,009.
'
Phone, 171. We hay rag, bottles, tacks.
NOTICE OF StIT.
Total liabilities, $3,566,839,9)0.
meUls of all descriptions. W wreck
Iron,
State of New Mexico, Cnunly of Bernalillo. Did
alk
Ratio of gold reserves to net deold furqltur.
buy
machinery;
Iir the District Court.
and shoes.
liabilities
R.
notes
clothing
F.
and
posits
No. 114.10.
bined 59.3 per cent. Ratio of total James H. (Thompson. Plaintiff, s Klnnle rtAWThil Careful Rxaak finismng bj suiTwice dally
ter photographers.
reserves to net deposits and F, R.
Thompson, Defendant,
Bend
Remember, satisfaction
guaranted.
Defendant:
61.3
combined
per ToYouthe areAbove Named
note liabilities
to
establish sd !lnn.
your
rcliabls,
finishing
has
suit
a
notified
that
hereby
4
cent.
Henna
Hanns.
mssler
photographer..
been filed against you In the said. Court and
County by the above named plaintiff, is
which the said plaintiff prays for an abso$1
lute divorce on the grounds of desertion and
further notified FOR SALE Nice s home, furnished and a
i
TO. MERGEJJS SCHOOLS abandonment. And youor are
cause to be entered
that unless you enter
good paying business, H,Ws, half cash.
cause
on or before Bungalow, Journal office.
said
in
your appearance
- mobniwsj joumnali
the 3rd day of June. A. D. 191S, Judgment FOR BAI.l--seceiAL coaatseoNOSMC.
flue little nuine in ngniuus,
said cause against you
arlaxsed in aleenfng porch. tl,lD0. Term Ii
Santa Fe, April 28. As a result of a will be rendered In relief
will
be
for
default
and
the
prayed
D.
Assistant
wanted. J.
Keleher, 401 Central.. Prion.
Superintendentv by
cnmnalgn by
.
i
414.
granted.
of Public instruction John Y- - Con-waof the platntlffa attorney Is
name
The
He-nlt- o
nd O""
Superintendent
V. Wilson, whose post office address
John
Baca of San Miguel county Iti- is Albuquerque, N. M.
Tell
through the classified
nera has just voted $10,000 jTor tt conNESTOR MONTOYA.
(Seal)

solidated school
fcbobls. Thfi v-t-

THIRD

It ror. lot; very el"Se in.

FOR MEM

HELP WANTED.
BUY

TERMS.

TiMTON

IS.

Five-roo-

lii
for general housework. 112
North Walter.
Ap-ptWANTED Experienced saleswomen.
DOX'T LET IT L1XOER.
Washington, April 2 S. Increase of
at The Economist.
A cnr.gh that follows la grippe or
$94,000,000 in bills discounted and a
irirl.
Mrs. George
Second
Liberany other cough that "hangs on" from WANTED Phone
slight decrease in holdings of indebt104?.
winter to spring wears down the sufty Bonds und certificates of
WANTED
for
and general
(3irl
cooking
edness is indicated ir, last week's ferer, leaving him or her in a weak
state unable to ward off sickness bouse work, fil West Copper.
federal reserve board financial state- ened
WANTED Woman :o help In kitchen and
The condition of the twelve and disease. Jos. Gillard, 148 Fillmore"1 wnnlr dishes.
ment.
Apply S24 East Coal.
Tenn., writes:
Nashville,
banks at the close of business last street,
WANTED Uirl to assist In housekeeping for
with
a
was
hacking
dry
follows:
suffering
night was reported as
family of three. 3J1 South Waller.
cough and a pain in my chest, but
Resources:
and Tar WOiatAN For general housework; do eook-Insince
Honey
Foley's
taking
in"
vault
certificates
and
Gold coin
Address Box 62. Albuauemne
I have been relieved." It soothes, heals
$4S6,S20,00.
cures coughts, colds and croup. WANTED Competent girl for housework;
Gold settlement fund F. R. boardt, and
Sold geod wages, l:,".". East Silver, Phone 2131-Good for whooping
cough.
S US. 477. 000.
WANTED Woman for general houseworkT
everywhere.
iJ,small
Gold with foreign agencies,
Phone
family; ?) per month.
500,000.
$978,-feder- al
WANTED Girl for general housework and
Total goli'i held by banks,
LKOAL NOTICE.
care of baby; only experienced need apply.
797,000.
314 West Marquette.
reserve agents,
Oold with
NOTICft.
WANTED Experienced girl or woman for
MM7J.
$824,218,000.
general housework; references. 724 West
Gold redemption fund, $23,985,000. Department of the Interior, United 8tatct Copper.
Phone tHS.
Land Office.
Total gold reserve, $1,827,000,000.
22
d
on
the
TEI.EORAPHY-Btenograp- hy,
Notice Is hereby given that
bookkeeping.
etc.,
silver,
notes,
tenders
Legal
of March, A. D. 19!, the Santa Fe Pacific
Board, room, tutlon may be earned. CataRailroad Company, made application at tin log free. Mackay Business College, Log An$3, 945,000.
Total reserves, $1,890,945,000.
United States T.and Office at Santa Fe, Nesi geles.
Rills discounted for members and Mexico, to select under the act of April 2Sth GIRLS Women, help "fnrle Sum." Thous-nnd- s
CIS
I19M,
Stat. M) the following described
clerks needed.
F. It. banks, $902,188,000.
Experience unnecesLota Two C). Three (3), and sary. Easy work. Common
education
Hills bought in oper. market, $302,,-399,00- 0. land,
Four m, of Section Twenly (20), T. 13 N
American Insiltuie, Dept. 11187.
X. M. P. M, containing 41.a Rochester, N. Y.
R. 1 W.,
Total bills on handi $1,204,587,000. acres. In lieu of Lot 3, Sec. 13, T 15 N., R.
WANTED An experienced woman for cook- States
United
government long W., N. M. P. M.
ing and generul housework In family of
The purpose of this notice Is to allow fiU
term securities, $41,446,000.
two; gooil wages and home for right party.
deor
land
the
adversely,
persons
claiming
short
States
government
Vnited
Write to Mrs. W. J. Mills. 1103 Seventh
siring to show It to be mineral In character
term securities, $37,407,i-u0- .
an opportunity to file objection to such lo- Street, East Ens Vegas. N. M.
All other assets, $2,722,000.
or
selection with the local officers
cation
All ather earning assets, $2,722,000. fof the land district in which the land Is
JFgRSALE-- rr
at the land office aforesaid,
net, situate,
Due from other V. R. banks,
'
and to establish their interest therein, or FOR SALE Household furniture, including
$10,314,000.
big base burner, rugs, davenport, desk,
the mineral character thereof.
Uncollected items, $378,530,000.
sewing machine, dresser. 919 Forester.
FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Total deductions from gross-depositRegister.

ribera'votes

l'boue

216 West Gold.

LOST

Iiulii'tiiK'iilN Are Reliu ncil.
to be announced by the war board in
Santa Fe, April 2X. H. Leather
copper, rubber and other important
Conditions favor an wood has been indicted for shooting
commodities.
increase, rather than the reverse, and killing Annelnio UonaileB near
Shoemaker, Mora county. Fifteen in
from prevailing schedules.
dictments were returned against elevIio.vh arrested near Wagon Mound,
en
DIKCOVXT Dl' IIHXH
Ill'XS INTO MILLIONS the charge being larceny of cattle.

$388,845,000.
fund
Five per cent redemption
against F. R. bank notes, 528,000.
All other resources, $359,000.
Total resources. 43,506,839,000.

EASY

iOHH W.
f!.:''l tor (his corner
ait", ','ui. k Sale pi Ii e

bllck, In lowlands, close
in, modern, sidewalks, corner lot, tor
150.
2,C00; part terms.

REAL ESTATE, FIRR INSURANCE,

Avenue.

Santa Fe. April 2S. Bishop Fredercouraging character.
The quarterly statement of the ick C. Ilowden. who is in Santa Fe
United States Steel corporation will to confirm a class, last week consebe issued next Tuesday, at which time crated four new churches in Dona Ana
also will be held the meeting of the county; St. Andrews, at Las Cruees:
directors to act on the Oividenils. In St. James, at Mesilla Park: Sr. John's,
well informed quarters it Is believed at La Mesa, and St. Luke's, at Iju.
that no .change In disbursements. will I'nion. all being in the parish of Rev.
Hunter Lewis.
be made.
revision

$1,050.

CARDS.

ATTOKNtVy

modern, frame;
cottage near shops in lowlands!

GOOD

glassed-i-

!ultl bap pin
t wtth a diam-mtlUpward. Mrs. Ilrynnt, at Stockmen (luar-nntLoan Of.

PROFESSIONAL

!

Four-roo-

LOST.
THAT "VtRVovi,

SALE

VUI--

-

Official

IF!

50-l- t.

Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Streat

confi-denc-

modern

Four-roo-

A. IFLEHSC1HIE1
o
York, April 2. The
of Investors anil
reintercuts In tin- ultimate
sult of tlu world conflict was attain
demonstrated In last week's dull but
firm stock market.
Trading lapsed into the narrow
groove which aeSompanlea the ursi
weeks of the German drive along the
western front, but the' undertone was
distinctly stronger.
General conditions affecting the
railroads and leading imlttstries of the
were unchanged.
country
'
February statements of the importwere
ant transportation companies
variety, showing
again the familiar net
income. Finheavy decreases in
ancial returns of the leading steel and
iron companies were of more enN.--

mm

A

cement block garage, barn
other outbuildings,
shade;

STOCK DEALS
Belief That Allies

frame,

$2,500

GMOONET

NVESTQR SHOWN

MX

FOE

-

1r

J

ii

EIGrTi

Albuquerque! Morning Journal, Monday, April 29, 1918.

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
central
Hot
Water
and
Steam Heating; Tinner
Plumbers;

1

I,

1

,

VBSOLUTELV GUARANTEED
ALItl
ERQCK, NEW MEXICO

UNIT

(l

FU

Mexico Unit,

I'hone

California evidently is attempting
to steal New Mexico's thunder. This
is the general sentiment throughout
the state regarding an article, which
is printed below and which was mailrhued from Paris, April 3. Those who
sells so
are familiar with the movements of
we
P attory A, of the New Mexico forces,
it in.
declare there is no doubt that the article refers exclusively to that unit an;l
that the men of that unit are men
360
afterfrom this state.
Following is the article as It appeared in a SanDirgo paper and u Kun-t:a- s
10 p. m.
City paper:
Paris, April 3 (by mail.)
Is contributing the first Ameri45
can batteries of field artillery to go
U. S. Food License No.
into action in the oig fight.
The artillery regiments now on the
also include :t
march to Picardy
number of boys from Iowa and
CRESCENT GROCERY
Washington, but the greater part of
the personnel is composed of sons of
HOMER II. WARU
ROBERT JONES
the Golden state; the miJoritA' of
SIS Mai-blAvenue
Coal and South Walter
were the first to respond to
whom
Phones
Phone 678
the call for volunteers and entered
1917. Among
Vie army in March
them are widely known men from San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
They are some of the best nrtil-lrr- y
Assembled
units in the army.
during April, thev were sent to camp
where
N.
M.,
they
at Roswell,
thci'r".'iuii"nry training. The
they were trans-ierre- (
following month
to the big camp at AlbuquerH
que, where they received a rigid trainin
the handling of French TVs,
ing
that have proved so deadly In breaking un Ocrtusn attacks and which
proved so deadly to the Germans at
Verdun.
I'.y the end of September the boys
taken their places as artillery,
had
In
men of the first degree, and one of
their batteries. In a marksmanship
contest, won tho first prize, beati-.- u
No-Acco- unt
the oldest gunners in the game.
Then they were sent to a camp in
after eight
where,
North Carolina,
and five
Vitagraph Feature in Five Reels
days of trajectory work
weeks of supplementary training, they
were transferred to a Iong Island
ALSO A GOOD COMEDY AND FORD WEEKLY
camp for the finishing touches in a
After that they
ten weeks' course.
embarked for France. They have
Matinee, 2:30 10c;
Night 7:30 10c and 15c
made a name for themselves on
front and may be depended
EH their own
upon to duplicate their success on
the Picardy front.
'Ilue in charge of the meeting have irn.,:n.,u unl,lin,u
xvprn with that
issued a special call fur all members
unit during the Mexican border serv-to lie present.
,
WE HAVE RECEIVED
written protests against thej
.Miss .Mildred O'Brien, who has been ice have
of the article under be- ill with pneumonia
at St. Joseph's publication
members ure Californians,
the
that
lief
Another fresh shipment
sanatorium for several davs. was re and one such protest was iiiuum i"
be
to
in better condition last) the San Diego paper which printed it.
ported
of pure Lucca Olive Oil,
night.
The protest sent to the paper states
Capt. Clarence Heald of the coast (that tne men are many
i ci.. ...
tit tillery will arrive in Albuquerque
in New Mexico affairs and
prominent
superfine quality.
Wednesday to visit his parents, the have carried their thoroughness In
Iiev. and Mrs. J. H. Heald, 424 South I'usleoss into their army life, making
Edith street.
for themselves a name which will be
tt ('. Heynian of Denting, foruiet spoken
with honor.
Palladino & Co.
manager of the Rio (Jrande Industrial
school, was in Albuquerque yestcrdaj
Groceries and Sfcats
to finish up his work at the school
601 W. Tljeras. Phoues
0
He is now coun.y agent of Luna
TWO ALARMS
county.
i.leut. and Mrs. Arthur Sisk, who
MORNING
SUNDAY
returned from a honeymoon trip
will
leave tonight for El
Thursday,
Two fire alarms were answered by
I'aso, near Fort Bliss, where Lieutenant
Sisk
is stationed.
Lieutenant the department here yesterday morno
Sink's parents, who came here from ing between the hours of four and
Ienvn to attend the wedding, re- 7:30 o'clock.
The first alarm was given at 4
turned borne Saturday.
'
PROMPT SERVICE.
PHONE
Firemen of the highlands depart- o'clock. A small building at First
75.
STRONG ULtL, COPPER
ment were called on un alarm from street and Grand avenue, formerly
for the fire deEast Central avenue yesterday after- used as a bunk-houand second.
noon. When they arrived
found partment, was discovered in flames by)
they
that a box used for aHhes had ignited members of the police department.
from hot coals thrown into it. The Tho building was almost destroyed
blaze was extinguished with a garden before the firemen received the alarm.!
hose before any damage was done.
It had been used as a blacksmnh
A son of H. Owens of Fort
in the place was de-- i
Sumner, shop. A wagon number
of tools also
N. M.. and nephew of U. 8. and James stroyed and a
Owens of Albuquerque, who has en- were ruined. The loss la estimated by
listed in the medical department of firemen at $50.
At 7:30 o'clock an alarm was re-- 1
the army, passed through Albuquerque Saturday night en route to El reived from 1322 South Hill street,
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
Paso, where ho has been assigned to where the residence of B. Thompson,
Msrtin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. duty.
The young man is 18 years old a negro, was discovered on fire. The
W. II. Ferguson of St. Louis, whr and expressed a desire to get at the fire originated from a defective flue.
left
foi
was here for several days,
kaiser's murderers as soon as possi- Being some distance from the water
ble.
plugs, the highlands station crew was
homo yesterday.
-- W. 8. S- -forced to call No. 1 station for assist- John K. Watt, of the New Mexlco
ance and more than 1,000 feet of hosei
Agricultural college, was a visitor in
DEATHS AND FUNERALS,
was laid before the building waf
Albutiuern.ua yesterday.
reached.
C. P. I.eiber, of Los Angeles, who
The damage to the house and a,
m. p. n.. K.
was here for several days, left yesM. P. Flock, 37 years old, died at portion of the contents Is estimated
terday for Los AnKeles.
home on East Central avenue, at at J600. The loss is covered by insur
Summers Ihirkhart, United States his
ance. Volunteer fire fighters assisted1
1:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon. Mr. the firemen in removing
district attorney for New Mexico, has Flack
all of tho
was
a
chemical
a
for
engineer
returned from Santa Fe.
contents of the building but several
New York firm and came
to
Albutrunks of clothes were burned.
Frank J. Stone enlisted In the cav- querque two years
og0 for his health.
W. S. S.
ralry at the army recruiting station His mother was with
him at tho time
FOIt
RENT Modern
left
for
El
Paso.
rurnished
and
esterday
of his death and a brother will arrive
rooms and two large
three
bungalow,
.Mrs. T. N. Linville, who has been from New York
The
mothTuesday.
1117
sleeping porches. Price, $35.
confined to her home on account of er and brother will take the
body to East Central. Inquire 1123 East Con-- ;
their old home in Cornwall, Canada,
illness, is able to be about aain.
tral.
who for burial. The body was removed
Statlonmaster Ed Sinclair,
w. S. S.
recently recovered from un operation yesterday to the Strong Brothers' Unin the Air," at Crystal tonight,
lor appendicitis, has returned to work. dertaking company's rooms to be pre- will"Up
start at 8:30 p. m.
SeiKeitnt J. B. Harris Is here on pared for burial,
furlough from Camp Kearny, Calif.,
Orders
laken for service flags.
to visit his tirandfather, Col. A. V.
Patrick Sullivan.
Women of American Army, 223 West
The funeral services of Patrick
Harris.
Gobi
Avenue.
who died at his home in Old
The regular meeting of the Women
of the American Army will be held Albuquerque Saturday morning, will
in their headquarters. Third street and be held in the Fred Crollott chapel at
LOST Small, blue leather.
Cold avenue, at 2:30 this afternoon. 3 o clock this afternoon. Burial will
book containing stamps
be in Santa Barbara
pocket
cemetery.

recn asparagus and spinach and that
barb
fast
keep the grower busy

bringing
pounds Butter received Saturday
noon late and nearly every pound sold and
More due this morning
delivered by
cents.
at the same price, pound

GTS:

STOKE

T YRIC THEATE
TODAY ONLY

GLADYS LESLIE

Little Miss

y

Urn.

Contractors mid Builders
207 W Gold
Phone 945

Dances.

Let Us Send a Man
Urofceu U'tudo
Glass.
CO
LUMBER
ALnUOUERQCE
Phone 421.
423 N. First-

firemeITanswer

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

j

I

TAX

til

'

"

"

"

Toto's Busy Day

Seats on Reserve at Matson's

a

WITH TOTO

VIHAINIA PEAR SON
DIRECTION WILLIAM 'OK

'

StToniniiix Two Heel Comedy

-

NO RAISE IN PRICES
MATINEE
EVENING

FOR SALE CHEAP
Two New Smith
Attui linieni ..

Fotm-a-Triic-

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c'; Children, 10c

Admission
Admission

.1.

TIME OF SHOWS

k

2M5,

4:30, 6:13,

8,:30.

BOX 438, CITY

WANTED

Experienced
Saleswomen. Apply at The

WILLMMS.MRT

Economist.

W. 8.

S.- -

GENTRY'S EGGS

ATTENTION

Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-romid San
Market: ."He dozen,
w. s. s.
Persons who wish
or mke;
out incnils-rshl)in Ihe Red Cross
csn do so by calling at strong's Book
Store, O. A. Matson .1 Co., Grimshaw's
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the MemlK-r-hicom- millee. No, 1331--

.oe

Commencing
I

OLD

w. s.
ALVARAD0
--

BOYS!

Today, Only

Wednesday,
will give with

May 1st,
every CASH ORDER you
bring me for a one-han
or ton of
Block Coal a

ANOTHER SCOOP

Thrift Stamp

It's Five Reels

IT'S NEW!

Gallup-Ameri-ca-

25-Ce- nt

john7eaVen
Second
Phones and
ol2
".

I

Yard

STAND

S.

r23

Office

Phone

s.- -

John Street.

hi

fl.

iif-i-

DR. II

50c.

AnAm'CBAFIjjLcttire

M. BOWERS
i

riiyslelan,
pfiiiizing In
and Thrtntt. Aittliiiia, Hay
Caturrlril DrtifnrMM.
I, Id. Illilx., Third mill tlnld.
office pilous
plHiue

OMteuintliio
Kiir. Nose

Bryant's Delivery
For Any Kind of Hauling.
Phone 501

William S. Hart as

"THE TIGER MAN"

.innrnat Want Ads bring results.

Characterized by the courage and cunning ot the brute primeval
relincd with man's daring tho Tiger Man like the jungle
played a lone hand a depot doomed to the solitary by his own

HAY FEVER

WANTED
evpericnerd

It's a Wonder!
It's an Artcraft!

EGGS.

On unit hy lendine (frocerw (he iiHirnlnj;

they arc luld,

AND

GIRLS

lf

-- XV. s. s.- CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
PHOXE
FREE CALL AND;7 DELIVERY

BATCH'S.

-

Help Win the War

r

An

THEATER

iKKs
--

early

495-49-

$1.50

WAR

XO ADDITIONAL

lo Replace That

The Greatest Love AIYalrof ItflS
(By IhnJ. S. K u tier and llettn
lirouil.
Scenario by Adrain
Johnson.
Siagvil by Edmund
I.uureii e.)

FINALE

Admission

$1.00

j

j

Daughter
of France

f.

PATRIOTIC

PEARSON

in A

I'l.ll of Novelties. I'nlquc Costumes, Prett- - G.rls, Soags.

General

FOX Presents

VIRGINIA

University Talent

BUNGALOWS
Prichard & Prichard

GIRL IN THE GERMAN LINES

WILLIAM

BY

MUSICAL COMEDY

Productions

How would you act toward an
enemy officer who made, love to
you? This giN was in desperate
straits but sin- - acted with Mil
iiunie spirit thi;i would guide an
Annrli an girl.

Book l) ETHEL HICKEY
Music by E. STANLEY SEDER
JOE SCOTTI. Director

'

SIDEWALKS

1

Mataci,

Fill Xtll

I
I

The Air

Up In

101.

Tfl., O'fli'e

Two Extraordinary

Presents

Call-'nrnl- n

i

J

.

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High Class Pictures and Music

M

U. N. M. Dramatic Club

Physician anil Surgeon
Llldg--

I

B
H H

Dr. Lichtenwalter!
Osteopathic:

1

Opera House
TONIGHT J

Second and Ceiilnil
"Glinishaw Wants to Sec You"

CHIROPRACTIC

We had Saturday were nice and sweet. Will
have more nt same kind today; also more

WARD'S

CRYSTAL

Comiuprs rheumatism, appendicitis, deafness, hay fever, asthma,
eye, stomach, liver and kidney
lriible,
by correcting tlie Spine.
XV. L.
JOHNSON, l. C.
Ti. T. Aimiio Bldg.,

Claimed
Westfor
by Correspondent
ern State,

as Cruce s Radishes

SHOP

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES
U)S ANGELES

N

Accomplishments of Battery A,
New

FRESH

GRIMSHAW'S

CLAIMING ARM 1

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHONE SI 5.

IFOR

CA

ave.

sis west

t

wms

ruthless tyranny.

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.

country editor

C. H. CONNER, M. D.
Office
Stern Building

who understands mechanical cud

Write F. B. 1524 N. 2nd.

Phones

1,

ALSO

O.

"A WEEKLY CURRENT EVENTS"

Office 655. Residence, 325
1

to 6, Admission 10c; 6 to 11, Adults 15c; Children 10c

se

Our First Shipment of Navajo Rugs
Has Arrived

LOCAL ITEMS

,

And Will Be on Sale on and After

inrAI TUCATCD

APRIL 27TH
SATURDAY,
There is a fine assortment of sizes and colors and the
prices are made for quick sale. About 100
small rugs in the lot to go at

GLADYS HULETTE

THE REGULAR $2.50 SIZE.

The Old Reliable Blanket Store.

-- IX-

,

THE BENNETT INDIAN TRADING CO.
North East Corner Fourth and Gold Avenue
Opposite Postoffice
F.stnhllshed

"A Crooked Romance"
IN FIVE PARTS
1882.

Also the Fourth Episode of

-

Sul-l'a-

"THE HOUSE OF HATE"

Gallup Lnmp
Cerrutoa Lump

-

With Pearl White and Antonio Moreno
Gsllup Rtors

1

PHONE It
ALL
ANTHRACITE,
SIZES; STEAM COAL
Coke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, NatiTe Kindling,

10c and 13c.
NIGHT
MATINEE 5c mid lOi'i
BEST MUSIC IX CITY BY TALENTED PIANIST

laa

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK RESULTS.

n'

change and ticket to dinner at

AT ONCE

IphoenTTwill

GOLDEN RULE
DRY GOODS CO.
I

Cii

not"

HEAR JPAULIST CHOIR

Two young men 15 to
18 yeara old; one to work
in store and one, to drive
auto delivery car. GOOD
WAGES for the right
boys.

Springer Transfer

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

Frank Edwin.
Y. M. C. A. Please return to.
Frank Edwins died yesterday mornReward.
ing at his home, 434 Xorth Broadway. Journal Office
Ho Was a son ct fhin-ia- .
w. s. s.
x?a,:
body was removed to the Crollott un- I.ivery and saddle horses. Trimble's
dertaklng rooms. Funeral arrange-- I Red Barn.
meats have not been completed.
W. S. S.

WANTED

I

For
Sand and Gravel
wmmmn

Albuquerque .nosed In ahead of
Phoenix on the Paullst choir engagement, conceded to be tho most important musical event booked here In
many years. A telegram to Advance
Agent B. M. O'Neill yesterday
instructed him to ellmlnute cither Phoenix or Albuquerque from the schedule, for the reason tnat the choir
could not sing in both places and
reach San Diego on a contract
because of railroad connections. date,
Albuquerque had alreadv been hooked
and Phoenix was cut off of the Itinerary. The local Red Cross is to get
25 per cent of the receipts of the
house hero. Local people who have
heard the Paulist choir sing In Chl- cago and elsewhere are unanimous in
the opinion that it is a wonderful ag
gregation, and unite in enthusiastic
praise over the treat thai is. in store
for Albuquerque.
"Up In the Air," at Crystal tonlchU
will start at 8:39 p. m.

TODAY
ONLY

PATHE PRESENTS

(J"f

Come in and Look Them Over Before Buying Elsewhere.
To Help Uncle Sam Win the War, We Will Give a 25c War Saving
Stamp With livery $10 Purchase.

II

Rooms

in

R. M. WILLIAMS
Dentist

'

and 2, Whiting Building
Phone Xo. 84.
Corner Second and CJol-J- ,

i

1

Ml

V. S. 8.

B1TTNER HOUSE
319
South First. Nice clean rooms;
light housekeeping rooms. Phono 221.
Alfalfa In

nooper. Colo.

.
w. a s.
car lots. .Chas. Donlin,
--

W.

B.

J

8..

SUITS CLEANED,
Four suits pressed

0

$1

Pbona V3.

ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE.
Good ears and quick service. Cheap
rates by the hour. Plione 414.

BEBBEiC OPfTciAN
Citizens Bank BIdg.

'

PRESENTS

"The Warrior"
SEVEN PARTS STARRING

A magnificent screen spectacle abounding in thrills,
cheers, laughs and absorbing human interest.
"Maciste outdoes Fairbanks," a New York Daily says.

HENRY'S" DELIVERY

Tour baggage troubles,
w. s. a

and 2

Macistc Hero of Cabiria

$1.25.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
Delivery. I'hone 090.

TELL

1

April 30, May

ft

5

i

1

..1,
'THC WA&rUQrVwrfH

fACI5TClTHC

STfcOWGUT

MftNiMTHt WQR.L0
1:

Matinee at 2:30 each day.

ADULTS, 25c

Nights at 7:30 and 9:00

CHILDREN 15c

